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TEE COLOH-TYPHOID (SOUP OP BkGTERik AND HHLATSB FORMS. 
RELATIOHSHIPS AHD GLASSIPICAIIOH. 
The g3?oup of bacteria belonging to the so-called "colon-
typhoid" series together with related species, stands today in 
imich confusion. Containing, as it does, so laany organisms of 
almost identical morphological and cultural characteristics, the 
bacteriologist has had to rely largely upon physiological char­
acters for differentiation, The lack of standardization arxj 
the constairfc discovery of new methods of deteimining these 
physiological characters have contributed considerably to the 
difficulties of proper classification of the group. Many of 
the earlier descriptions are entirely inadequate for recognition 
today of the organisms the author was attempting to describe; 
in very few instances even among the names which have been re­
tained would the characters given suffice at the present time 
for differentiation from related species. New species are con­
stantly being described until the group as such is becoming 
almost unwieldy and the question arises as to whether the group 
should be considered a single genu^ or be split into a number 
of genera. It is hoped that this paper may aid in clearing up 
some of the existing confusion and in establishing a list of 
recognized species. 
It is not the purpose to discuss here in any detail the 
T ^ CI 4- ^ /vVi •? o 
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bacteria belongs. They shall be considered then as belonging 
to the Family Bacteriaceae and the tribe Bacterieae using the 
descriptions given by tlie Canmittee on Classification, 
(1920) vMch are as follcro: 
Faoily 'W* B&cteriaecae Cdbn^ 1872;, Ssi^tded Gcsamittee 1917* 
Sod shaped cells without endospores» Hsxtally Grani'-negative* 
Flagella idien present peritrichle» Betabolisai <»s!|0.e2:y amino* 
acids "being trbilised, eaxi generally carbohjndrates. 
Tribe Bacterieae> Hot* Trib. Graia-nesative roda grow­
ing freely on artificial media. Generally forming acid from 
carbohydz^tes and often gas ccmposed of COjg and 
G^aera and Subgene3» 
giHo first <p$Bstion WH arises a discussion of 
generic designation to be nsed, is whether the groi^) shonld 
be considered as a single g«Qns or whether sofficient diffear-
^ce3 exist between mrio-os stibgraaps to warrant snbdiTlslcsi 
into a nsB^er of gen^ira* Shere seems to be at the presmt 
time considerable diversity of opinion -arith regaiRi to this 
questicm. de (feaBsilttee <m (Jlasslfication of the jSmeri^m 
Society of Bacteriologists iXSZO) inclxides two genera, Proteus 
and Bacterium in the tribe Bactereae > Castellan! and Chalmers 
(1919} have subdivided iiteir list of intestinal aspopgenous 
bacteria into thirteen genera. In addition to these their 
genus Encapgalatus contains organisms ordinarily included among 
the intestinal types. 
Weldin and Levine (1925) divided the tribe Bacterieae in­
to two genera. Bacterium {not known to be plant ^thogeias) and 
Syginia (Jcioto to "be plant pat2ios©ns)4 Tiie f<s?ai0r vras tlien 
sujbdlTtded into six subgenei»fiu Bergey al. (1923> 1925) re-
laoved 53?wlnia to auotlier tri"be> disca3?ded tii« tesa Bacteriiga 
enti3*elyj and raised the subgenera of ISfeldin and IrSvine to 
generic yanTr* 
Bctdhanan (1925) in his preface^, states that the ainis of 
systematic bacteriology are first to ia?es:ent ''in grajaiic forsa 
ore? ^i?8sent conception of the j&ylogeny and of the relation-
i^ips of varicras groups of bacteria®, and second, "to give a 
greater degree of stability to the names xtsed for paarfcicular 
groups of oTgsnlsms and to prevent tmneceasary m^enclattiral 
confusion in literature*" ttodoabtedly the jaembers of this 
groxzj^ are clos^^ related# -ttie differences given for the var­
ious genera into whi^ it has "be^ divided being differences 
in i&ysiologi®tl (Siapacters® SiS veary increase in nasiber of 
names toixard confusioai^ in that it increases the 
mamer of characteristics Trtiich szost be held in mind by 
bacteriologist* For example, csie finds the name of an or­
ganism in an article, the generic part of tlmt nsm ^ ould 
rej^resent to the mind of ttie read®? rather well-defined char­
acters. If the subdivision of the group has been carried too 
far, the characters thus ic^lied are likely to have become 
too nameroas and detailed for the mind to easily ratain; con-
<ki the other hand, from a systematic viewpoint, the col<m-
typhoid group is almost umjieldy in sizej it contains sevea^ 
easily diTfsrentiated subgroiips •ad.tb. ratiier definite c5aa3?acfeer« 
istics* Bagbanmi {191S) got around tiie difficalt^ by using <mly 
a few genera for tlie gr-osip and snMi^iding some of these Into 
subgenera, Weldin and Levine (1925) placed practically all of 
t5ie series in oaie gems and divided tMs for ease of classifica­
tion into- six subgenera* IShile these subgenera -arere defined 
by the ^ tse of simple physiological characters, these cha3?acter3 
correlated quite "jsell witii habitat, relative pathogenicity a2£d 
serological reaoticms. 
Biere seems, however, to be a definite tendency today to-
•pja:^ the tise of a ntasber of genera• Shis stay, pei^ps, turn 
out to be the logical procedure. For the present it seeas best 
retain only a single g^eric group -sith. subgeneric naaies 
f<M? the sxjbgroujKS. In. ease it is decided later to drop the 
teiia Bacteriuois: wiii^ wiH b© the name selected for the geiazs, 
these snbg^^a laay be raised to g^eric rank. It shall be the 
policy in this paper to indicate for each secies discussed, 
the subgeneric naise {possible future getierie name) as well as 
the g^eric naine nsed here. 
In the follOB'ing pages, it is proposed to discuss some 
of the names whicli are in use at the present time for genera 
as subgoiera, witli regard to the advisability of their reten-
tion, either as generic or subgeneric names. It will hardly 
bs 22Soessa2?'y ts dissuss the 'validity of the nssses ^7^ any detail 
since Buchanan (1925) has" so adequately reviewed this phase in 
his General Systeaaatic Bicteriology. 
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!• Aerobaeter^ 5Eh0 nante was used by Beijeriacic (1900) for 
a part of the so-called ^ colon' group. ^Ese <^ganisi!is of >yt« 
gsi3us were considered to be faeultative ancierol^ in sugar aolu* 
tloas. 3!bey fomented dextrose and levulos© T?itli produtstion of 
aeid aiid ustally of gas (^0^ and %>• Sulfates were never re­
duced* Bltrates irsre reduced to nitrites but not to acsnonia* 
Ho spares were found# Flagella, ?aisn present, we3?e either 
peritrichoxis or sics20trich0a&* a list of organisais ineluded 
in tbe genus ttie first -was Aerooacter aerogeaes (Bacillua lac­
tic aerogenes Escberidi) • While Beijerinek's gemis woald In­
clude mar^ more orQBtxtisrsa tban are l32cluded» for instance in 
Berg^*s (1^5) s^ms Aerobact^, 3iis description is not Ixroad 
enou^ to take in the whole * colon-ty^oid* group. 
Buchanan (1918) used the term for a subgenus of the genua 
BacteriuBU He included all the <Q?ganlaBis of the eolon-tyi^id 
group Ythldh produce gas from lactose^, erroneotzsiy ^ving 
Bacteriuffi (A^:'obaCt^> eoli Eschsa?i^ as tixe tjpe* Baloss (1^0) 
followed Budaanan, ex^pt that the group sss t&IsqCL to gsn^ic 
rank- Weldin and Levlne il92Z), again using A^?obacter as a 
subgeneric name, restricted it to the lactose-feimenters whiiSi. 
produce acetyl-i^thyl-carbinol from glucose* While they did 
not definitely designate a type species, they listed Bacterium 
aerogenes first in their key to species. 
Bergey ^  ^ (1925) uses tlae naiae for the tw^fth gemis of 
the family Bacteriaceae but has limited it still further by 
removing tdbue eaicapsulated organisms to a separate g«aus Kleb­
siella (q.v.). 
- 9 -
She group as characterized by Weldin ajKi Levlne ia clearly 
differentiated from other subdivisions of tSie colon-tjri^oid 
gror^ upon correlated diaracters; these characters are, however, 
entirely physiological in nature and not sufficient in oar 
opinion to irarrant -ttie iise of the naiae in a generic sense at 
this tin®. Ae3?obacter irLll^ therefore, in the present paper be 
consid«s?ed as the naaw of the second subgenus of the genus 
Bacteriusi* 
2. Alcaligenes- 2hls saBie was first used by Castellani 
and CfcaliBers {1919) to designate a genus of their tribe 
Ebertheaet They defined it as follows r Ebertheae T^ii<^ do 
not fernent glucose or lactose, and are characterized by their 
general lack of fersnentative power and by actually inco^easing 
tlie alkalinity of the aedia> Miik is not clotted, and is 
rendered alialine. Sypej Alcaligeneg faeealis (Petroschky, 
1896)5 eaaendavlt Castellani and C3ialmers, 1918.* 
Tdb tribe SbegQieae possess tOae general (Characters of ttie 
colon-typhoid or^QiiaBS except with regard to capsnle forma­
tion, the tribe being limited to the liiai-eapsule fonaers. 
Weldin and Leviae (1923) used the name for a subgenus of 
Bacterinm, including such maabers of the genus as are not knoim 
to be plant pathog^as and do not produce acid or gas frcm 
glucose* Bergey, (1925) using the name for his ststeesith genus 
"*2he citation for 1918 is apparently an e^^or- as no descripticai 
for the genus can be found of this date^ 
I of the family Bacteriaceae added that acetyi-metliyl-carhinol 
I is not fotuKi, It is felt that this character is not necessary 
i 
I nor hardly warranted froH descriptions of the organisms 
I arailable* 
i 
The lack of fenaentative ability and pathogenicity, suf-
\ 
I ficiently differentiates this group from the others to warrant 
1 its being recognized as a subgentis but hardly as a genus. It 
I will be considered as subgenus seven of the genus Bacterium 
I , using the definition of Gastellani aiKi casalmers with emaoda-
tions. 
j 
i 3* ^geisea* A variant spelling of Alcaligenes used by 
CsLstellani and Chalmers (1919^) • 
4* Bacterium* Buchanan (1925) has thoroughly and adequately 
discussed the validity of the use of the name Bacterlxm* His 
conclusion is that there is, at present, no strictly valid 
definition of a germs Bacteriiaa with a recognizable species* 
Shrenberg (1828) first used the term for a generic name giving 
as a type species Bacterium triloculare > His description of 
the organism, however, was inadequate for its later recognition. 
Breed, Conn and Baker (1918) suggested that the name be dropped. 
Bti(32az3an (1925) seems inclined to agree. Gastellani and 
Chalmers (1919) and Bergey et (l^S) have followed the sug­
gestion and split the colon-typhoid group into a nimiber of 
- 11 
genera to none of uliicii have tiiey affixed the name BaeteirlTim* 
5?iie Cfoamiittee, (1920) however, retain^ tlie name 
including it in their list of names recOTimended for adoption 
as approved genera. Their description of the genus was as 
follows; 
Bacterlust Bhrenherg 1828^ emended Qrla-Jensen 19C^j> p» 315. 
Graia-negativo, evenly staining rods. Often motile, with 
peritrichic flagella. Easily cxativable, forming grape-vine 
leaf or convex whiti^ surface colonies. Liqaefy gelatin 
rarely. All forms except B* alcaligenes and the B. abortug 
group att^ack the hexoses and most species feiassent a large aeries 
of carlx>hydrates. Acid formed by all, gas (COg and Hg) only 
"by <me series. Typically intestinal parasites ot san aa^i the 
hitler animals althou^ several species may occur on plants 
and one (B. aerog^es) is -addely distributed in nature. Many 
^ype species, B. coli Escherich 1885, p«518. 
^Sie reason advanced by the committee for recommending tis© 
adoption of this generic name as well as a number of others, 
Dfas that, "it seems desirable to preserve in this way a number 
of generic names which have come into such general use that 
their abandormient would cause confusion, particularly in deal­
ing with the large number of medical bacteriologists who are 
not familiar with the principles of botanical taxonomy.® An 
opinion ° already been expressed with regard to the sdvissibil— 
ity of including the whole colon-typhoid group in a sin^e 
12 -
genus for tlie present. Tiie tei^ ^ cterixan is the only plausible 
nazEe siiicrt presents itself for such a genus. The naae is 
familiar, and in the minds of a great Eany bacteriologists, 
especially since the Ooramittee Eeport (1920) has, along -arith 
the genus Proteusj stood for the group of bacteria under dis-
cu3sion« Seneral use has tended more than ever to establish 
the naiae and it is feared that its abandomaent would result in 
more bacteriologists using, as too maxij already do, the tera* 
3a.cillus for all rod-shapsd <3gganisTns regardless of their other 
characters, morphological ca? physiological, 
She name Bacteriiam id.ll therefore be retained here, with 
the definition used by the CoEmittee but ©nended to make it 
more inclusive. 
Sal]tonella* B&ed by Castellani and (Staleteps (191:§) f<»? 
thG seiresith genus their tribe 5berthsae> Definition: 
Ebertheae which ferment glucose ccaspletely with the production 
of acid and gas; lactose not fermented. Milk clotted. Type 
species: Balfcsuaella coagulans (^tellaTti, 1916. 
Only three species were listed. 53ie genus has not been 
recognised by other authors. 
The clotting of milk would hardly seem to be of sufficient 
importance to warrant separation of this group from the sub­
genus Salmonella. 
15 
6« Braeella* Heyep and Shaw (1920) proposed tMs naiae for 
i 
I a genus to inclnde the organisms causing Salta fever and in-
! fectious abortion of cattle. Thej did not give a generic 
I 
I diagnosis for the genas and considered only the two organisms 
I laentioned. 
i 
I Evans (1923) discussed the teisa in detail. She pointed 
out that Castellani and Chalmers had already described a genus 
V7iiich they called " Alcaligenes" whose definition would include 
i the me lltensis-abortus group, althou^ they did not include 
1 « 
I these organisms. She isaa, herself, of the opinion that a 
I generic distinction should be laade betwe«i Alcaligenes and 
i 
{ Srucella on the groimds that the organisms included in the 
former are characteristically saprophytes, while the Rpucella 
types are characteristically tissue invaders. The latter are 
also sli^tly different morphologically, being somewhat smaller 
oT^ produc5.ng gzreat nurgberg of coccoid cells. She gave a gen­
eral description of Brucella melitenaig to serve as type 
species for the genus. 
!Ehe morphological diss imi larlt ies between Brucella aisd 
Alcaligenes are hardly definite enough to serve in theraselves 
for differentiation. It is true that as regards habitat and 
pathogenicity, abortus and inelitensis are distinct from the 
Alcaligenes organisnis. Bacteriologists have in general avoided 
these characters for generic differentiation. It should be 
noted that Svans vfould include in the genus an organissi 
(Baeillus abortus var. lipolyticus Evans 1916) which ^ e 
- 14 
isolated from fres2ily dra;3?n cof's nillj: and for •^hlch no patiio~ 
genisity is recorded. On the wliole, no sufficiently canclusiTe 
reasons for tlie creation of a genus Brucella have yet been 
advanced, nine organism suggested as belonging to it -s^ili be 
considered as members of the subgenus Alcaligenes» 
7* Cloaca* Castellani and QialssBTa (1919) used the term 
Cloaca for the second genus of their tribe Proteae, a tribe 
distinguished tetm the rest of the non-spore-forming, Graia-
negative rods by not producing pigment and by liquefying gel­
atin. The genus was defined as: "Slo*r gelatine liquefiers; 
ferment lactose; Gram-negative." 5?ype species 'ssls Cloaca 
cloacae Jordan^ 1890. <fely one other species (Cloaca levsns) 
^sras listed. 
iteldin and Levine (1925) included these species in their 
subgenus Aerobacter and Bergey ^  ^ (1223), in the genus 
Aerobacter. 
Since liquefaction of gelatine by these organissis is fre­
quently slow and relatively difficult to recognize, and since 
their characters conforra to the definition of the subgenus 
Aerol^cter, it seems best to include them -Brith the latter. 
8. Sysenteroidss. Used by Castellani and Chalmers (1919) 
for the foxirth genus of their tribe Sbertheae- Sefinition? 
Sbertheae partially fensenting glucose and lactose, •aith the 
production of acid, "bnt no gas, Hilk not clotted. Type species 
Djsenteroides inetadjsenterlc-as. 
The genTis has not been recognized "by other authors • 
It seems wise, in order to avoid the confusion -ffhieh amst 
res'olt \7hen subdivision is carried too far^ to keep the number 
of genera or subgenera into ;yhich the group is to be divided 
as losr aa possible* Clotting of siilk is a rather unreliable 
character J fermentation cf lactose is a laore clear-cut dif­
ferential character trhich i^ill be used for separation of some 
subgenera. Here, however, this character is not correlated 
with, other group characteristics and it is felt it shoxild not 
be employed at this point. 2he i^cbers of this genera will be 
included here auK>ng those of the stibgenus Bberthella. 
Eberthella> 5his name -sras first used by Bachanan {1918) 
for the third subgenus of his genus ^ eterium with the follosing 
definition: lot producing gas froa any of the carbohydrates, 
acid nay or isay not be formed^ ?ype species: Bacterium 
(Eberthiella) typhi FlBtggs* 
Weldin and Le^rine (1923) likewise used it for a subgenus 
of Sacteriua, its distinguishing character being the production 
of acid but not gas from glucose-
Bergey et ^  (1923) elevated the subgenus to generic rank. 
He defined it (1925) as fo.llows: Motile or non-aiotile rods, 
generally occurring in the intestinal canal of 3ian> usually in 
- 15 
different foMss of entc-ric infIsmanation. Attack a nxsnhei* of 
car'bolijTirates r/ltli the fornation of s.cld 'btit no gas. Do not 
forra acetyl-aethyl-cartjlnol. Type species: Bberthella 
Bberth-Gaffky) Bachanan. 
The organisais thns characterized foim a clearly defined 
subgrotip of the colon-typhoid series and shonld "be recognized 
as such. In reality tkiro rather distinct groups are represented; 
the typhoid group snd the dysentery group. The organisms of 
these t??o produce characteristically different diseases, shc^ 
little or no sea^oiosical relation, the one aotile, the other 
non-Eiotile. It is proposed to use the tes^i £"berthella for the 
fifth subgenus of the gezais Bacterium, the subgenus to include 
only the motile for^ of the typhoid-dysentery section. The 
non-iaotile forcis will "be designated hy the teim Shigella. 
10-. Sberthas. The naise given by Gastellsni and CSialsiers 
(1919) to the second genus of their tribe Ebertheae^ It was 
described as followsr Bao'T71aeeae rsotile, partially feraent-
ing glucose with the production of acid but no gas* Lactose 
not fe2?mented. Milk not clotted. Type species: Sberthns 
tyi^osus (Zopf, 1885). 
This definition conforms in large part to that given for 
the Eberthella g2»oup; the type species used is the sane, lhat 
has been said with regard to the use of the name l^ysenteroides 
applies equally well here. The name "sill be considered as a 
synonjim of Eberthella. 
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11 • Eneapsulatxis« This term was first used ij Gastellani 
and caialmers (1919) for the single genas of their tribe 
Eneapsulateae. Its characters were those of the tribe which 
were given as followst 
Bacillaceae growing well on ordinary laboratory media, 
without endospores; neither flnos^scent nor chrcsaogenic aerobes,, 
not liquefying gelatine, possessing capsules in animal tissues* 
Ttie type species of their geims was, Encapsolatus 
pneasioniae ^Friedlaender, 1S85). Besides their type species 
they include two other organiasBis, acidi lactici and lactis 
Bergey et al (1923) recognized both the tribe EncapsU" 
lateae and tlie genus Sncapgulatus, -^yith a somewhat modified 
characterization, but with, capsule formation as the signifi­
cant character for differentiation from other tribes and genera* 
Their type species was Sac&psulatus pneuaicniae* Thsj did not, 
Isowe-^er, inclnde either acidi lactici nor lactis aerot^nes in 
the geims. 
Perkins (1925) is strongly in favor of a genus Sncapsulata 
to include B* aerogenes, B^ duodenale (B« acidi lactici), B* 
pnernnnTticum (B* pneumoniae), and 3« rhinoscleroaae, all of 
wMch he says iare constant capsule formers* 
Considerable difficulty is foreseen in the use of capsules 
as a character for generic differentiation* Capsule formtion 
is oftsn ds2i022strated only with difficulty* The writer knows 
of no organism which constantly produces evident capsules on 
I ftll media on which, the opganissi grows. Kany of tiie so-called 
I capsule-fonaers produce their eapsnies only when grovm in the 
I animal Ijody or upon some special laediuia such as lailk or some 
I serom mediTim. 3aet« acidl lactici, for example, is listed by 
i some authors - notahly by Perkins and by Castellani - as pro-
[ 
1 ditcing easily demonstrated capsules. ^Phe original descriptions 
i 
j "by Saeppe and by Grotenfelt aiake no mention of capsiiles nor do 
I any of the earlier descriptions* SacConkey (1905), a recog-
j 
I nisedly oarefal ^ soi^er who ccaisidered capsule formation an 
! 
I important character, studied a Krdl transfer of the organism 
I and did not anywhere indicate its ability to produce capsules, 
I Perkins (1904) also studying a Kr£L transfer emphasized the 
i 
; presence of capsules. As both of these investigators worked 
i 
at about the same time, and Hith presumably the same culture 
from the KriCL laboratory, the natural conclusion is that cap­
sule formation for this organisa is at beslj an indistinct aiKi 
imreliable characteristic. 
By some authors, capsules are c<siside2»ed a purely morpho­
logical (Siaracteristic of certain organisms, the capsule being 
considered a thickened cell wall, Bacbanan (1924) says, "a 
thin capsule or layer of capsiilar laaterial is present in most 
bacteria, but in only a few does it become very thick and con-
spicuoxis." There is a possibility that almost any organism 
may be made to develop thick capsiiles if grown mider proper 
conditions^ She argmaent for capsule formation as a basis of 
differentiation on the grounds that capsules are a morpholog-
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i ical cluiracter tlius becomes a contention for tlie eErployment of 
I the relative tMckness of the cell "3311 a fundamental cri-
; terion for generic differentiation. If^ on the other hand, we 
i take the Trie-sypoint that capsules are a physiological product 
! of certain organissis, a response to the need of protection 
i against certain chemical stinali, the character possesses no 
I advantage over other more constant and ss^re easily determined 
I physiological characters* In any case, in order to siake the 
I character of value, a certain set of conditions should be de-
I fined '•nder lyhich all the so--call<3d capsule formers regularly 
; produce capsules and all others of the intestinal group not 
I 
i included in the genus, do not produce then. Such a set of 
conditions has not bcsn prossAlgated to date* 
Further, there is considerable evidence that \?ith proper 
technique, all or nearly all the organisms of the colon-
tyohoid series siav be shoxa to be capsule formers. Marrasini 
o » c> — 
(1915) described a capsulated typhoid bacillus. Fletcher 
(1918) found sracoid type of Bact. aertryc^e and of the psra-
typhoid 3 organism. Recently Cooper (1925) has demonstrated 
capsules on cells of "3. tyr^iosus, B» coll, B. enteritidis, 
B. dysenteriae-Shiga, B« paratyrasosus A, B. paratyphosua B, 
B* facalis-alkallgenes, B. proteus-vulgaris and B. cloacae." 
!Ehe use of a separate genus for incapsrilated forc^ -should thus 
result in the grouping together of quite unrelated species. 
Indeed there seem to b.e no other reasons for grouping 
the capsulated forms together other than that they have cap-
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sttles; th&j do not liave a coramon sottpce, do not ag2?ee as to 
pathogenicity, nor SLS to their ability to attack certain car­
bohydrates. It trould seen to "be fully as logical and mac^ 
safer to include them -erith the colon-typJxold series to which 
they are ztjost clearly related, tmder the generic naxae Bacterium* 
If the genus T^re retained its nam© should be changed 
to Slebsiella., This naiae ^ s used by !Previsan in 1885 for a 
genus based ui>on the same type species as Encapsulatua* 
12 • Sat^poidea. Castellani and Chalmers (1919) use the 
term Bnteroldes for the ninl^ genus of their tribe Sbertheae* 
They describe it as follows: 
Ebertheae which ferment glucose and lactose completely 
-Eyith the production of acid and gas» Milic not clotted* Type 
species: snteroides entericus (Castellani, 1507}. 
The only character •ghich differentiates this genus free: 
their genus Ssc>)eri<^ia is the inability to clot adlk, a 
cha2?acter which perhaps needs some explanation in view of the 
stateinent that lactose is completely fersaented with production 
of acid and gas. Clotting of milk is often dependent to con­
siderable extent upon the treatment which the milk has under­
gone before inoculation and soiietizaes oecur only when the 
cultures are heated. 2t is felt that this character is un­
reliable, at least without qualifications, for a differential 
character for genera or subgenera. 
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The iiiesbers of the genus Snteroides Castellani and CSial-
mers will "be included here in the subgenus Escherichia of the 
genus Bacterium* 
IS* Epglnia« Winslow ^  ^ (Cozsmittee 1917) used 
this term for a generic naiae with the following description: 
Plant pathogens. Growth vlsosIIj whitish, often slimy* 
Indol generally not produced* Acid usually formed in certain 
carbohydrate siedia, but as a rule no gas* 
The type species was later (1920) giv^ as Srgxnia 
aayXovora (Borrill) CiSMisriittee. 
Weldin and Levine (1^5) reco^ized the genus, separat­
ing its aeiabers fi>om those of the genus BacteriTga solely on 
the oasis of pathogenicity for plants, Srwlnia species being 
designated as knora plant pathogens. Both genez^ TSFsrs in­
cluded in one tribe Baetereae* 
Bergey et (1923, 1925) retained the genus but placed 
it in the tribe Srwinieae with the genus ghytomonas, the lat­
ter being non-CKJtile or motile with polar flagella, Tshile 
Erwlnia species are sotile with peritrichoois flagella. !2he 
only characters giTen "by Bergey aX Tshich serve to differ­
entiate Srginia froa his tribe Bacterieae are those of 
habitat and pathogenicity. 
Pathogenicity is an unreliable and difficult charaetei? 
to use for differentiation. Ilhe information at hand indicates 
the meiabers of tMis group are very closely related to the 
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colon-typlioid bactearia; some of thm, perhaps, shotild be in­
cluded in tbe gemis Baeterixm. Unfortunately, hocTever, the 
emphasis has been placed on a different set of characters for 
these organisias than those used for the intestinal bacteria 
and it is practically impossible at present to definitely 
locate th^ in the latter group. IJndesirable as pathogenicity 
for a differential character may be conside3?ed, its use is 
practically unaTroidable until further work has been done on 
the groups 
Since pathogenicity, then, is to be considered a primary 
character for subdivision, it appears the logical procedure 
should be to group these organisms with the other plant path­
ogens, as Bergey ^  ^ (1325) have done* Sany of thes^ latter -
polar flagellates, pigment producers, etc., - are evidently 
more closely related to other tribes than to the Bactereae* 
5?he most expedient plazv then, is to Ireep them tei!ipo2?arily at 
least, in a separate tribe (Snrinieae), witb the idea that 
they may be later redistributed to the tribes and genera to 
^ich their morphological, ctiitural and physiological char­
acters more properly allocate thm» 
14 • Sscheric'nla^ Gastellani and Chalmers (1919) used this 
for the tenth genus of their tribe Bbertheae, characterizing 
it as follows: 
Sbertheae which ferment ^ucose and lactose completely; 
milk clotted. ?ype species: Escherichia coli (Escherich, 1886)* 
This deflnl'tlon woixld include all or the colon subgroup 
of the colon-typhoid sepies with the exception of those 03?-
ganisms which do not coagulate lailk.- These they placed in the 
g^xos Dysenteroides; a genus which does not seem to he isroarfchy 
of jretention* (See discussion of Dysenteroides). 
Weldin and Levine (1925) split the colon, subgroup or 
lactose-fensenters into two subgenera, Escherichia and Aei*o-
bacter^  Their description of the^  fozmer ^ ras essentially as 
follo-3s: 
Sobers of the genus Bacterium feimenting glucose and 
lactose -with acid and gas. Acetyl-dethyl-carbinol not pro­
duced from glucose (Voges-Prosltauer negative); reversion of 
reaction in 0*S per cent glucose-phosphate-peptone solution 
negative or very slow (Methyl Bed reaction positive); not able 
to utilize uric acid as a source of nitrogen, 1 
i 
Ber^y ^  ^ {1923} elevated the subgenus ^o ths rs2!i^c of 
a genus and eisended the characterization to read: | 
&>tile or non-motile rods, conaonly occurring in the in- j 
! 
testinal canal of normal anisals. Attack carbohydrates form­
ing acid and frequently acid azid gas* I>o not produce acetyl- j 
Etethyl-carbinol* Type species: Sscherichia coli (Sscherich) 
Castellani and CJhalmers. 
Xt is to be noted that in their key to the tribe ' 
Bactereae, Escherichia is distinguished by gas production in 
deztrose and lactose, as -sjell as lack of ability to produce 
acetyl-raethyl-carbinol fron dext2?0 3e. Their complete description 
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therefare, agrees essentially with, that of Weldin a-m? Levine* 
As has been said of the subgenus Aerobacter^ we have here 
a distinct group of organisms with correlated characters clear­
ly differentiating it from the rest of the colon-tyidioid 
series and making it worthy of recognition yet of hardly 
enou^ importance to isarrant generic ranking. She name Esch­
erichia will, therefore, be used here to designate the first 
subgensLs of the geraxs Baoteriigia 
15. Flezne3?ella« Gastellani and CSialmers (1925) divided 
their genus Shigella into two subgenera, Plexnerella^ ferment-
ing mannitol, and ghtgellay not fermenting isannitol. The man-
nitol fensenting organisms, associated with bacillary dysen­
tery, do form a con^raratively distinct group on the basis of 
their serological and jfiiysiological activities, ar^ night be 
considered a section of the subgeiais Shigella* It is not 
felt that the group is sufficiently distinct to warrant sub-
generic ranking. 
Qraciloides. Gastellani and Chalmers (1919) iised this 
name for the single genus of the tribe Graciloideae. The 
characters were those of the tribe, which were as follows: 
Bacillaceae growing very slowly and scantily on ordinal^ 
and blood media, without endospoj/es or oapsulesj neither 
fluorescent nor chromogenic. Type species of the genus: 
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Qraolloides albofaciens Castellani, 1904» Two species, allx?*-
faclens and tardus are recognized. 
Eelative vigor of groiartlL can liardly be considered a re­
liable claaracter for differentiation., at least tmless tiie 
coE^sition and character of tlae laeditaa used is definitely 
stated* ©lis is, however, tlie only distinguisliing cliaracter 
of the tribe and g^aos* It is significant to note that 
Castellani and Ghalasrs have included th© descriptions of 
the two organisms of this genas in the table entitled -Aerobic 
asporogenous intestinal bacilli." Evidently they belong with 
the colon-typhoid series. 
The germs is not felt to be sufficiently chai^acterized 
to warrant its retention, fhe species listed as belonging 
to it by (Sistellani and Chalmers -Erill be included here in 
the subgenus Shigella. 
V7* Klebsiella. Srevisan {188S) first used this naiae for 
a gesms* His description was as follows; 
Dae stadi di sviluppo vegetative; !• Bacilli. 2. 
Cocchi» Bacilli Cstadio protoplastico tipico) cilindrici, 
diritti, in^irticolati, incolori, biformi; macrobacilli e 
Hicrobacilli; citioplasma equabilsiente diffuse, <3occhi 
{stadio rinale) derivati da microbacilll, seriati in monili, 
appaiatico solitari. Bacilli e cocchi costantemente In ogni 
stadio racchiusi in crasse vagiae sacchifonni aembranaceo-
mucose. Spore nolle. Specie uaica. E2ebaiella crotiposa. 
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Baeterium PneTaBonlae~cjouposae zopf (Spaltpilze, 3 ediz. pag» 
66, fig.20). 
Since tlie pnexGnobacilli^ of Friedlander is tlie type 
species, this name, as pointed out by Bachanan (1925) has 
priority over the term Sneapsulatas used by Gastellani and 
Chalmers (1919) and Bergey ^  al <1925) with the sane type 
species. Bergey et (1925) substituted Kle^lella for 
Bncapsi0.atus. 
For discussion as to possible retention of the genus, 
see Eneapsulatas* 
18. Laniroidea. Used by Castellani and GSaalners (1919) 
for the fifth gemts of the tribe Sbertheae. Their descrip­
tion was as follo'ers: 
gbertheae fermenting glucose partially with the pro­
duction of acid, but no gasj lactose not fei-sj^nted or only 
partially, iffithout gas p3?oduction« Milk clotted. !Eype 
speciesj Lankoides pyogenes (Basset, 1902). 
"What has been said -^th regard to the geims Dysentero ides 
of Gastellani and Chalmers, laay be said of Lankoides. Like 
the fonaer, it will be rejected and the organisms listed as 
belonging to it, includ«i aaong those of the subgenera 
Eberthella and Shigella of the genus Bacteriusi. 
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19» Proteus* Proteus was used "by Hausep (3.885) In gene^^c 
sense^ bat witlioat definition. 5h3?ee orgsmisms were described: 
Proteus -Tul^irisy Prot^eiia adrabilis and Proteus g^akeri- 2b® 
tlaree agreed in being motile, non-spore foraing rods with 
great variability in morphology. They produced apparently 
laotile "islands® on the raoist surface of solid nedia- All 
•were associated with putrefaction and decay. They W82?e dif­
ferentiated by Sauser on the basis of their 3?slative abil­
ities to attack gelatin. 
Rogers, Clark and liaha (1901 > characterised the group 
as follows: Short, thick, graa-negatire bacillus, tendency 
to fenaent carbohydrates to soase degree; normal habitat, irt-
testines of ^ ans blooded animals* Liquefies gelatin and 
under certain conditions forms characteristic "sranain^ col-
cmies. Acid aid gas from ^ ucose but laetose is not fer­
mented. 
(Jois^ui <1903) in describing the "Proteus type", adds to 
its characteristics the ability to feraent sucrose but says 
lactose may be ferBKnted, iHioug?i rarely. He placed no 
eaphasia upon morphological or cultural characters. In 
fact, as Buchanan (1925) points out, few authors laitil 
recently have considered the pleomorphism of these fores as 
distinctive. 
Bdchanan (1918) used tbe naiae for a genas with the fol­
lowing description: 
Short rods, showing great variation in morphology, fil-
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amentoiis and bent rods as Involution foi^ freqiieat* Motile 
"by aeans of peritriclioiis flagellar ghe species c<»SEionly 
produced motile "islands" on thB surface of nt&ist solid isedia,^ 
Ho spores* Gram-negative• tTstially liquefying gelatin rapid-* 
ly in absence of carbotiydrates. Usually producixig acid and 
gas frog certain carboIiydratQS* In. general tlie species are 
closely associated witb. decay rtk? putrefactionj soisetiaiea 
Ig£tliogenic^ 
5Sie type species is Proteus •gulgaris Sanser, 
Wenner arid Rettger (1919) have laade a careful study of 
the g3?oup* ®iey concluded Protexia zialkerl of Eauser to be 
identical with B« zopCii for -sdiich they created a new genus 
2opfius> All of their strains fermented glucose and sucrose 
with acid and gas production. PuJ^e lactose was never fer­
mented. Haltose fei^aentation was variable and was the only 
proijerty they foiaad which could be used for subdivision of 
the group into species. The ability to liquefy gelatin was 
often lost with continued laboratory cultivation. This was 
equally true of cultures labelled Proteus vulgaris and those 
labelled Proteus mirabilis. 5?hese two species were apparent­
ly identical* However, these authors suggested the use of 
Proteos vulgaris to designate species fermenting sjaltose, 
and Proteus mirabilis for noa-maltose-feCTienters. Proteolytic 
action, indol production or aaglut inating properties were not 
considered by th^ to be satisfactory basis for subdivision. 
Winslow et al {Comnittee S.A.B., 1920) used Pi^teus with 
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almost the sase description as that of Buclianan fop the first 
of ti!?a geiie2?a conposins tire tribe Baetersae, Tliey added the 
statements tliat gelatin is liquefied, and glucose and suc­
rose, ("but usually not lactose) are fensented xilth. production 
of acid and gas (the latter being GOg only). 
Weldin and Leirine (1923) slaply characterised their 
subgenus Proteus of the genus Bacterium, by fermentation of 
^ucose and sucrose, but no lactose, with forcation of acid 
•Hie name has been tised by Bergey ^  ^ (1925) s'ith the 
following description: 
Highly pleojaorphic rods. Filanentous and curved rods 
are cossson as involution fo3?cis. Grais-negatiTe. Actively 
motile, possessing peritrichous flagella. Produce character­
istic aiaoeboid colonies tm moist aedia and decompose pro-
WW >• ilw' • • «•» W. w-i Sw www. whs>*^ WW «»< • 
not produce acetyl-^thyl-carbinol. 
lEie type species is Proteus vulgaris Hauser. 
Little emphasis can be placed on 2ao2?phological varia­
tions, especially since the ^ork of Henrici and others on 
so23e of the organisns of the colon-typhoid series. Un-
doxibtedly, involution foisss are rsore easily deisonstrated 
tTith these than with some of the other intestinal types. 
3}hey possess peculiar cultural characters on certain siedia* 
TMtiioo 0+--I AO o-r>£i- y*/vmi'VC»'»»Q-t--fxrd >»/MxTA"tre>'»* tttTanyy* 
cut physiological characters «ould seem to be more reliable 
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for use in different iation^ !f?heir action on the sugars, 
glucose, lactose and saicirose offers sucli characters* 
!rnese cultural and physiological characters, together 
•E?ith lack of pathogenicity, are •ondoulstedlj distinct enou^ 
to -jsrariant recognition of the group T^ut are not of sufficieiife 
importance to raise the group to generic rank. Proteos "srill 
"be considered hare as the nase of the third subgenus of the 
genus Bacteri-ga* 
20* Sal7Bonella> 2his name was first used by Lignleres 
Cl^X)) for a geiias iiavlng as its type species the hog 
clioisra or^nisisc He statedi "Le sicrohe de la. Schssin— 
eseptikaaiie rentre dans le g3?oupe des Pasteurella; celui 
da Hog-<^olera mi scheeinepest est tres different, if pour-
ait servir de prototype pour la creation d^un autre group©, 
celTii des SalTrtonella." 
Buchanan (1918 > used the nazji© for a subgenus of his 
genus BaeteriiSB vrith the following description: 
Persaenting gluxiose but not lactose with formation of 
acid and gas. Frequently pathogenic, ^ype species: Bact-
eriuHi (SfiJTOoaella) cholerae suis? 
Castellani and Chalrners (1S19) used it as the naise of 
a genus of the tribe Sbertheae. Tjhile they included the 
ability to fenaent ssannitol at least partially, in their 
characterization, they divided the genus into ttjree groups 
one of them being the Sorgan group mich does not attack man-
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nltol at all* 
Weldin and Levin© (1925 } used the naiae in sabgeneric 
sense. They described it as including nwinbera of the genus 
BacteriiBB which fenaent glucose, "but neither lactose nor 
sucrose uriLth acid and gas. 
Bergey ^  ^ (1923) elevated Salmonella to ^neric rank^ 
in their key to genera of the tribe Baetereae» it is separate* 
ed from the rest of the colon-typhoid series by its ability 
to i^oduce acid and gas froa glucose, and its inability to 
attack lactose and sucrose• His description reads as fol­
lows: 
Sotile forms occurring in the intestinal canal of 
aniiaals, in varioxis types of acute, inflassaatory conditions. 
Att&ck mm^rous carbohydrates with the formation of both 
acid and ^ s. In general do not foim acetyl-^netbyl-capbinol. 
Sype speclest Sa?r»onell& s{^2ct»!^Tleria 
Their type species is evidently in error. Sj the 1925 
edition it is changed to SaTnyvnella suispestifer (Sruse) 
Ifignieres* 
IXtncan (1924) would restrict the group to exclude the 
aorgan group of iMLcilli, Bact. paratyiM.^ and a number of 
other species comtnonly included by recent authora. He sug­
gests the following characterization for the Salnonellas: 
°(S?am-negative non-sporing bacillin usually actively motile, 
•jshich do not fersisiit lactose^ saccharose op sslicin^ do not 
liquefy gelatin, and never give the indol reaction. In 
litmus-milk they cause a transient acidity followed after 
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48 taofUTs trj alkalinity. They fersient glucose, aannitol, 
and laaltose with production of acid and gEts." Kiis seems 
to lis an taareasonable limitation of the group. It is true 
that this characterisation conforms more completely to the 
characters of the type species* It excludes soiae organises 
which, on the basis of their serological as isell as phys­
iological reactions, are clearly related to organisms which 
are included by Ms in group. 
Ths best isethod at present se^ss to be to use the teiris 
Salironella, giving it subgeneric rank, for that part of the 
eolon-tyidioid series intermediate between the colon-ae3?ogenes-
proteus types and the typhoid-dysentery types* Most of this 
group are slightly patliogenic and isassj are related sero­
logically* If further subdivision is thou^it necessary it 
migiht be Indicated by sections such as the Qartnsp section, 
(sansitol, s^cid and gas; syloss, acid and ^ s), the para­
typhi section (laannitol-, acid and gas; xylose, ne^tive), 
and the Horgan section (laannitol, negative )* 
Shigella* Castellani and CJbalmers (1919} used this 
tern for the third genus of the tribe Ebertheae* 3?he 
descripti<m of the genus was as follows; 
Sbertheae non-motile, partially feisaenting glucose ^ th 
th© production of acid, but no gas; lactose not fermented* 
Milk not clotted* Type species: Shi^lla dysenteriae 
(Xruse, 1899}. 
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I To. the disc^ission of the teisss Lankoldes and Dysen-
i 
i teroldea, lactose fermentation and clotting of mills: were not 
I 
I considered advisable ciiaracters to use for generic differ-
I entiation for tiie typJioid-dysentery group, {See Dysenter~ 
I oldes)» 
In the discussion of the name Sherthella, the creation 
of two stibg«Ma?a to res^pesent the typhoid and dysentery or-
ganis:® "oras advocated. !I3ie first -was to incltide the isotile 
species, prodsicing typhoid-liics infections, szsS. was to he 
called Sberthella* The naiae Shigella appears to he the 
nost suitable nam© for the non-aotile types most of xirhich 
are associated nith some form of bacillary dysentery. 
xh© tera Shigella -sas also tised by Basteliani stnd 
Chalmers (1919) for a subgenus of their genrts Shigella > The 
STibgenns included only the non-^aanaitol-feraenters, the 
aannitol ferjaenters being designated by the sassi riegngrella. 
It is not felt that the nasie shcold be retained for^ this 
grouping. tShe stannitol fersentei^ and non-feisenters inay 
be considered lections of the subgezras giigella, imder the 
terms Flea:ner section and Shiga section. 
22^ Wesenbergas. IFsed by Castellani and Chalmers {1919} 
for the ei^th genus of their tribe Sbertheae> It was de­
fined as follows J 
Ebertheae whi<2i ferment glucose cosspletely and lactose 
partially, producing acid, but no gas. Hilk not clotted* 
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1 
I Type species t Wesenbergas wesenbergi Csstellani, 1915. !E332^ 
I species were included* 
I It iias "been tiie es^yepience of most bacteriologists tiiat 02»-
I ganisms of the coion-typhoid group wliicli attack glucose witb. 
I production of gas, produce gas fr<Mii all otber carbohydrates at-
i tacked* Sometiaes the amount of gas prodaced is very grnan 
f 
i and may even be absorbed by the liquid* Nevertheless, if the 
1 proper medium be used, the gas production can be demonstrated* 
i It seei^ best, therefore, until further Tjork is reported on 
i 
I these organisms, to include them with members of the subgenera 
I Salmonella, Proteus, etc. 
j 
generic Diagnoala 
Gearaa* Bacterixaa Ehrenberg, 1828, emended Oria-Jensen, 
1909, 
Gram-negative, non-spore-forming rods growing well on art­
ificial media. Generally forming acids carbohydrates, and 
often gas« SCn-motile by peritrichous flagella. Generally 
found in the intestinal tract of man and the higher animals; 
some species widely distributed in nature. 
5ype species: Bacteritna coli Bscherich, 1385. 
I Sey to the Su3?gen^a of tlie Qerma Baeterltaa 
I i 
A» Fermenting glucose with the prodactlon of acid or acid and 
gas* 
B* Acid and gas formed from glucose. 
C» Gas formed from lactose. 
3). Acatyl-methyl-carbinol not produced froa glucose; 
pev^eirsion of reaction in 0»5 per cent glucose-phos-
jfliate-peptone solution negative or very slow; gen­
erally not able to utilize uric acid as the sol© 
source of nitrogen nor citric acid as the sole 
source of casrbon- . . • • . Subgenus !• Ss^^erichla 
Aoetyl-sastlryl-capbtnol produced from glucose; re­
version of reaction in 0*5 per cent glucose-hhos-
phate-i>eptone relatively rapid; generally able to 
tise uric acid as the sole source of nitrogen or 
dtrie acid as the sole source of earh^i* • • • • • 
Subgenus 2» Aerohacter 
CG. Gas not formed frois lactose. 
£>. <tes formed from sucrose. ... Subgems S« Proteus 
DD* Gas not formed from sucrose. Subgenus 4. Salmnella 
3B^ Acid but not gas formed frcaa. glucose. 
C. Sotile Subg^ic^ 5. Eberthella 
GO^ Son-SK>tile. Sabg^us 6 *. Shigella 
AA. Ifeither acid nor gas produced from glucose. ........ 
Subgenus 7. Alcaligenes 
- S6 -
Diagnosis of Subgenera 
Subgenus 1. E3(aierichia Gastellaiii aod Chalmers* 1919. 
Sotile or n<m-motil© rods fermenting both, glucose and 
laetose with both add and gas* Do not produce acetyl-inethyl-
carbinol from glucose (Voges-Proskauer negative); reverse the 
3?eaction in 0*5 per cent glucose~phosphate-pept<me solution 
very sloHly or not ai all (Setiiyl Red reaction positive)5 gen­
erally not able to utilize uric acid as the sole source of 
nitrogen* Pathogenicity sli^t. 
5fype ^ecies: Bacterium (Escherichia) coll Bscherich, 1885^ 
Subgenus 2» Aerobacter Beijerinci^ 1900* 
&>tile or iK)n-iiK>ti5.e rods, fermenting both glucose and 
lactose with both acid and gas. Produce acetyl-®ethyl*-carbinol 
^•^foges-Pro^ausr reaction positive); reverse the reaction of 
0*5 per cent glucose-phosi^te-peptone solution relatively spapid--
ly; generally able to utilize uric -acid as an available source 
of nitrogen. Pathogenicity sli^t. 
2ype species: Bacterium (Aerotecter) aerogenes Escherich, 
1885. 
Subgemis 5* Proteus Hauser, 1885= 
Rods usually highly plecsaorphlc in form.. Usually motile. 
Produce gas from both glucose and sucrose, but not from lactose* 
- 3T -
I Fatliogenicity sli^t» 
I Type species: Baeteriuca (Protexta) vulgaria (Haaser) 
I LehBann and Hemaim. 
I 
i 
5ul>ge2fi2s 4* Salrnonella LlgniSres, 19(K>« 
Sods ^ lsualiy motile • Produce gas from glucose, isut not 
I trom. lactose nor sucrose. Frequently pathogenic. 
i 2ype species: Bacteriiaza {Salmonella) ciiolerae suis (Smitii, 
i ' " '• 
I 2b.. and Soore) Holland. 
1 
j 
I i Subgerras 5« Sb^tlisll?^ Badbsnsa, 192B-. 
Motile rods. Produce acid but not gas froai ^ucoae* 6en~ 
; e2?ally occm* in the intestizsa?. canal of siaa or anizsals, tisually 
i In enteric inflassoations. 
I 
t 
I 5ype species: Bacterium (Sberthella) typai (Schroeter) caiester. 
Sabgeaas 6. Shigella Castellani and Chalnters, 1919. 
5on-motile rods. Produce acid but not gas from glucose. 
Usxially pathogenic. 
Type ^ eeies; Bacteritsa {Shigella) shigae (Chester) Hol­
land* 
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Subgeims 7. Alcallgenes Castellani and C2ials»3?s, 1919. 
Ifotile or no23H3K>tile 3?ods« Do not feraent any of tlie caa?-
bohydrates with, acid or gas production, but after increase, tbe 
alkalinity of the meditnn. Pathogenicity sli^t. 
Type species: Bacteritcs (Alcaligenes) alc&ll^nea 
roschky) Lehmann and 5eamann« 
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Species of the Subgeaiis Eachericlila 
!• Bacterium (Escheylohla) coll (Eschepich) Lehaaim 
I Keiaoann. 
Syncaxycy; ^iktejiton coli comaame Sscherich, 1^5; BaelUgs 
; eaylelda Flligge, 1886; Bacillus C Bccker, 1S87; BaeillGS Sseli-
: erichii 5?r©visan, 1889; Bacillus Sdtiafferi yon Preudenreich., 
1 1890; Bacillxis coll consganls Sternberg, 1892; coli 
; (Sscheirlch) lUgula, 1895; Bacteritaa- ^ yicMa (Epieger) SELgiila, 
I 1900; Bacillus coli veras Ford, 1901; BacilXas coli cormmiMs 
1 ?erus Darham, 1901; Bacilltis saistelae septictts ifetauschita, 
i 1902; Baoillus commnnls (Escherich) Jackson, 1911; Bacilloa 
I Schaefferl gastel3.arti, 1912; BscherieMa coli CSseheri<di) 
; Castellani and CSaalmers, 1919; Escherlcliia Sehaefferi (von 
i 
; Freodenreich) Castellani and Chaliaers, 1919; Es^erlchia 
: caviclda (Brieger) Castellani and Clialmers, 1919; Baeterina 
I {sstaierielila) achafferi neldin and Levine, 19^. 
Shis organism was first described by Bscherich (1886) 
i under the name Bakteritm coll coTiinnme* He isolated it from 
: the stools of children. Ee described it as a short rod from 
• l-Sp. long by 0-S-0.4ft wlde^ with rotinded ends, single or In 
pairs, motile, and without spores* It stained well with mill In 
dyes and was gram-negative. On gelatine it flowed involution 
forms. It formed white,, sprestding surface colonies on gelatin 
and yellowish subsurface colonies. On agar and serum the 
g2»owth was whit© and on potato yellowish and spreading. Gel­
atin, agar, and serum were not liquefied. It produced suf­
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ficient- acid in milk for coagulation and fermented dextrose. 
It was pathogenic for guinea pigs and ratbits when injected 
intravenously and for guinea pigs when injected subcutaneouslj. 
In a later and more detailed description (1886) he stated 
that it would grow anaerobically on glucose, "out not in milk 
nor in lactose solution. Its motility was here described as 
slow and pendulum like, "langsam pendeliide Bewegungen," Mig-
ula (1895) described it as having peritrichous flagella though 
not as many as the typhoid bacillus and in "hla System der 
Bakterien (1900) stated that organisms having polar flagella 
cannot be considered in the species. 
MacGonkey (1S95) noted that "B« coli (Escherich)" is un­
doubtedly a collective species - "Saissielspecies" - which will 
be separated into its conponent species as their individual 
characters are more fully determined. This has been the case; j 
I . . 
f 
as the use of physiological characters for differentiation / / :-C' 
/ 
have come into use the species has become more restricted. | 
I 
However, the essential characters used by Sscherich have not | 
been changed and the organism may be properly considered as 
the type species for the group. 
Escherich's name for the organism was trinomial and should 
accordingly be changed to Bacterium coli or Bacterium communis. 
Lehmann and Heumann (1896) used the first which is undoubtedly . 
Bacillus schafferi von Freudenreich. 
This organism was first described by von Freudenrich (1890) 
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I under the nasie Bacillus schafferi. Ee isolated it from spoiled 
I 
I cheese and from potatoes. It corresponded cultu2?ally and mor-
1 
I phologically with Escherichia Baet. coli coisrnme except that it 
I was a little smaller. It was definitely motile; did not show 
I spores and had little resistance to desiccation, heating, or the 
j action of antiseptics. It produced acid and gas from "sugars", 
i j and grew anaerobically. Milic was not coagulated, though some 
i acid waa found in it. It was not pathogenic for guinea pigs. 
f 
I Von Freudenreieh distinguished it from Escherich*s organism on 
i 
I the "bases of its smaller size, greater motility, ability to 
i grow anaerobically in sugar solutions and its lack of patho-
i 
I 
I genie ity. 
i 
Migula (1909) listed Bacillu» Scliafferi as "being non-'motile 
' and many authors have followed his lead in this respect. 
j Bergey et al (1923) lists it as motile. 
j !Dhe original description was not very complete and did not 
i 
I sTifficiently differentiate the organism from 3act. coli. I^ater 
• descriptions have added little of value. The name should, per-
! haps, be considered a synonym of Bact. coli (Sscherich). 
Bacillus cavicida Pliigge. 
This organism as originally described by Pliigge (1886) is 
practically identical with Bact. coli (Sscherich) both morpho­
logically and culturally. It was isolated by Brieger (1884) 
from human feces. Sternberg (1919) described it as not ferment-
ling maltose; theuemay be same question as to this character 
•I 
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i { 
since fhej list it as producing acid and gas from destrin. There 
does not seem to "be sufficient reason for identifying it as a 
definite species• 
j 
j Bacillus mistelae septicus Matzuschita. 
TMs organism as described hj Matzuschita and "by later 
authors cannot "be differentiated from Bact> coli^ and laay be 
considered a synonym of the latter. 
j 
i 
I 
i 2» Bacteriuta (Escherichia) neaoolitanua (C» Fraenkel) 
1 j Leissann and Niemann, 
I 
! Synon^TEiy: Bacillus neapolitanus C. Fraenkel; Bacillus 
j _________ 
t 
I neapolitanus (Enmerich) Flugge 18S6; Escherichia neaoolitanus [  — — — — — —  • •  
I 
! (Eimnerich) Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Escherichia neapo-
j lltana (Srsnerich) Bergey et al, 1923* 
1 —«i— 
I This organism was first described by Snznerich (1884), He 
I I isolated it fron cholera cadavers in iiaples and once frosi the 
I blood of a patient, and thought it to be the cause of cholera in 
t 
; man» Other investigators soon showed that he was mistaken. 
: Smcerich described it as a short rod inrith rounded ends, single 
I or in pairs, about one and a half times as long as broad, non-
I motile. It grew on gelatin as an opalescent layer, deep col­
onies a yellowish broisn; gelatin was never liquefied. On agar, 
A  4 ^  ^  " T  ^  ^ ^  " T  T  ^ * T * im ^  : GL liiijjLSixj nUxcrO \jj^ ^c^Xx.W¥ru.ojLL ii/j.vv7x4* xu «ircLi& 
\ and facultative, non-spore-forming, and Gram-negative. It was 
: pathogenic for laboratory animals -when injected in large 
4 
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amounts. Ensieridi called the organise the "Keapel bacillus'*. 
DeToni and Trevisaa (1S39), Y/inslow, Eliglei* and Hotliberg (1919) 
end Holland (1920) giTe G. Fraeiskel credit for the name 
I 
I 
I "neapolitanus" . Fraenlcel' s article has not been seen yet and 
i 
ithe citation of the authors quoted will be accepted for the 
t 
I present. 
( 
!rhere is little in Emmerich* s description, or in the 
descriptions given by any author up to 1905. (Fliigge, 1886; 
iTevisan, 1889; Sisenberg, 1891; Lenrnann and Hetunann, 1901; etc.) 
which ni^t help to identify the organism. MacGonkey, however, 
working trith a cultiire obtained from Krdl studied its action on 
a number of carbohydrates and added sufficient information in 
j this respect definitely to differentiate it f3?os related 
! species- He sepai^ated it froia 3. coli coizminis (Sscherich) on 
i 
J its non-motility and ability to produce acid and gas from cane 
i sugar. Its characters have been studied in still greater de~ 
j 
I tail by subsequent investigators until today it stands as a 
jwell-defined and easily recognized species. 
I 
I The combination Bacterium neapolltanam was first used by 
I Lehmann and Neumann (1901). 
j 
i 
j 
I 3, Bacterium (Escherichia) acidi-lactici Grotenfeldt. 
j Spaonymy: Bacterium acidi lactici I, Grotenfeldt, 1889; 
i 
I Bacterim Grotenfeldtii Migula, 1900; Bacillus_ acidi lactici 
! |"Mppe", Morgan, 1905; Bncapsulatus acidi lactici (Eiippe) 
I Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Escherichia acidi~lactici (Huepx)e) 
j 
i 
I 3 3 
1 
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i Sergey et 1925; not "Die Milchsaiire"bacterien" Hueppe 18S4; 
i Bacilliis acidi lactic! I Eueppe, Kramer, 1892. 
i __ 
; jiueppe (1884) iias been cited by mny as the a^ztiiority for 
i tlie species name acidi lactic!« liVIiile the organism Trhlch Hueppe 
i 
; isolated from sour iiiilk and described in exceptional detail for 
I iiis time, conforms in nost of its characters to the definition 
I 
i of the genus Bacteriusi, his descriptions showed very definitely 
i that he was -Rroricing with a spore former. In the cells in tin-
I stained laoimts Eueppe observed **stark lichtbrechenden" bodies; 
i these coiild not be stained v;ith his d^'es end, he says/ resisted 
I heating. "Dass diese stark lichtbrechenden SSrperchen, lelche 
I keinen Farbstoff annahaen, -yjirkliche Sporen waren, konnte dann 
I nocht weitep ermittelt werden dadupch, dass kurzes Aufkochen, 
! 
I welches zuza Yei^chten der lebensfShigen Bacillen ausreichte, 
1 nicht geniigte, alles Leben in die sen Suckerl5sungen su ver-
I nichten, sondern dass sich aus derselben wilder die Tinzweifel-
i 
1 haften Milchs&urebacillen entv/ickelten." Schroeter (1889), 
I BeToni and ujrevisaa (1889), Sraiaer (1892), Sternberg (1892), 
I Higula (1895, 1900) have all, quoting Eueppe, listed spore 
: foraiation as a character of this organism. Miguia (1895) •Eras 
the first to describe it nnder the generic name Sacteri'oig. 
Chester (1901) and Lehmann and Ueumann (1901), also quoting 
Hueppe^ have omitted any reference to spore production, and, 
; practically all authors since 1901 have follotred their example. 
If the term acidi lactici is to be applied to the organisms 
described by Hueppe and we assume that he was working with a pure 
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i 
• i 
; culture, then we would have to consider acidi lactici a spore 
i 
i former. 
I 
Hueppe, however, did not use the teim acidi lactici at 
I all; he referred to his lactic acid producing organisms only 
jhy the term "die Milchsaurebakterien". 
{ 
Grotenfeldt in 1889 described an organism which he isolated 
Ifrom sour milk and -T&iich he called Bacterium acidi lactici. The 
1 
! organisms -crare short rods, 1.0-l,4ii long by 0«5-0*4|i wide, non-
imotile and non-spore forming. On gelatin plates they produced 
I porcelain-like, white, glistening, round colonies; on agar, a 
! whitish-yellow, thick, pulp-like layer, iTith gas bubbles; on 
1 potato, a grey or greyish yellow layer. They were facultative 
1 
[anaerobes. In milk, lactic acid was produced, casein precipitat-
I ed, gas (CO2) and alcohol formed. Gelatine was not liquefied. 
•IHis description similates the organism which is generally 
i recognized as acidi lactici. Winslow, Sligler, and Hothberg 
1 
I(1919) cite Grotenfeldt as the author of the name acidi lactici 
i for noa-spore forming, short rods. Their citation may be ac-
i 
I cepted as correct. 
Gastellani and Chalmers (1919) list this organism in their 
i genus Sncapsulatus. IVhether Eueppe or Grotenfeldt is consider-
i ed as having first described the species, neither authors listed 
: capsule formation as one of it's characters, nor hasre any sub­
sequent authors whose descriptions have been found except 
^Perkins (1904) and Gastellani and Chalmers (1919). It is very 
; probable that capsules are produced, this characteristic being 
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I quite common for many if not all members of the genus Bacterium 
I 
! under suitable conditions but the fact that very few of the 
j authors who have used the term noted capsule formation, it would 
I 
j  appear that this characteristic is not evident under 03?dinary 
I conditions. 
i  t 1 1 I 
i  
i  
I 4, Bacterium (Escherichia) vesiculogum Eenrici Em. MacConkey. 
j Synonyrsy: Bacillus vesiculosus MacConkey, 1909; Ssch-
I 
j  erlchia vesiculosis (Henrici) Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; 
jBscherichia vesiculosa (Eenrici) Bergey al, 1923. 
: 
I Eenrici (1S94) described an organism which he isolated 
i  
i from cheese under the name Bacterium vesiculosum. It was a i •• 
I short rod, single, in pairs, sometimes in short chains, non-
1 
: motile- Growth on gelatine was slimy and dirty--s7hite in color, 
i later becozsiing brown.. On agar the grovsrth ?7as slimy, smooth and 
I glistening. Broth •sas turbid, trith a -shite sediment and. gas 
' production. The organism was aerobic and facultative. There 
is nothing in the description which might serve to identify 
the organism on later isolation. 
SacConkey (1909) adopted the name for an organism isolated 
hy him from various sources and gave a comparatively complete 
description of its physiological characters. There may be some 
question as to whether MacConkey had the right to do this. 
Perkins (1925) says that in so doing the later author is as­
cribing characters to an organism which it mi.ght or mi.^t not 
•have had. This is true enough. However, MacConkey finding his 
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: organism identical vritii tliat of Henrici so far as the characters 
i were given "by the latter, assxcaed that they we27e the same and 
1 
I ascribed additional characters to the species. These characters 
I then became amplifications or emendations of the original. This 
! is a logical and recognized procedure and the emended description 
I may be properly accepted as valid for the species in question. 
i 
i  
i  
t 
• i  !  
5» Bacterium (Sschericiiia) astlieniae Dawson. 
j Synony^ny: Escherichia astheniae (Dawson) Bergey ^  al, 
; 1925. 
J 
DaT?son (1898) described this organism briefly as follows: 
I A rod, 1 - l-l/5{i long and l/2{i •eride, often in pairs. Does not 
I stain trith acid or alkaline methylene blue, carbol fuchsln, op 
: any alcoholic solutions of stains. Stains well with aqueous 
•; solutions of fuchsin, methylene blue, Bismarch brown, ni^t 
I blue, and Grants stain- Aerobic and facultative anaerobic. 
I Bouillon, turbid, with pellicle and ring on glass; putrefactive 
! odor and yellowish green color. Produces acid and gas (Ho and 
f 
\ COg) from glucose, lactose and sucrose. Coagulates milk, with 
acid and whey. Growth on gelatin, spreading, bromish, deeply 
! dentated. Agar growth, luxuriant, white, opaque, with wavy 
^ margins. Potato growth, yellowish, creamy, spreading, with 
gas containing blisters, and pungent, disagreeable odor. Does 
; not produce indol nor phenol. Isolated from duodenal contents 
: of chickens in an asthenic condition. Pathogenic for guinea 
• pigs and rabbits. 
: The organism •viras included by V/eldin and Levlne (1923) in 
I tlie genus Bacterium (subgenus Ssclieric'hlyi) and subsequently by 
I Bergej ^  ^ (1925) in their genus Escherichia. 
! The fad; that it is Gram positive ??ould tend to throw it 
; out of the colon-typhoid series. The production of a yellowish 
I green pigsient in acid bouillon cii^t indicate the genus Pseudo-
i 
I monas as its proper group; the menbers of this genus, however, 
- j  
I should also be Grajii-negative. TJI fact there is no described 
! 
i genus to "ffhich it sight properly belong* Perkins (1S25) sug-
I 
1 gests the organisia ms really Gram-negative. Its other char-
i acters, namely ability to attack carbohydrates, its normal hab-
j  
! itat, and its cultu2?al and morphological characters, show it 
i 
: to be more closely related to the colon-typhoid organisms than 
I to any other recognized group, and it seems, therefore, that 
it might be included with them, at least, until some better-
place is found for it. 
6- Bacterium (Escherichia) coscoroba (Tretop, MacConkey) 
Holland. 
Synonjiay: Bacillua coscoroba Tretop, ISOO; HacConkey, 
1906; Bacilltis comrranior var coscoroba Winslow, Sligler, Roth-
berg, 1919; 5scherichia pseudocoscoroba Castellani and 
Chalmers, 1919; Bacterium coscoroba (Tretop) Holland, 1920. 
Tretop (1900) has generally been given credit for the 
term coscoroba. He used it for an organism which he had 
isolated from diseased swans. Castellani and Chalmers (1919) 
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contended tlmt his organism was not a neiriber of tlie colon-
typhoid series, but belonged rather to the Pasteurella group. 
Tretop did, indeed, emphasize polar staining, - "les cocco-
bacilles des organes retiennent fortement la matiere colorante 
aus poles, le centre restant clair", - and the pathological 
symptoms noted in swans dead of the disease, correspond close­
ly to those ordinarily given for hemorrhagic septicemias. !To 
mention was made of its ability to attack any carbohydrate. 
The evidence, so far as Tretop*s description goes, perhaps does 
favor location -with the Pasteurellas. 
However, MacConkey (1906.) studied an organism labelled 
B. coscoroba "ssrhich he had secured from Dr. Binot at the Pasteur 
Ijistitute and ^ich presumably was a subculture of Tr^top^s 
bacillus. He found it to be a non-motile rod, v?hich fermented 
(with acid and gas production) glucose, lactose, sucrose, gal~ 
actOSe, laevulose, manncse, arabinose, raffinose, mannitol nor 
did it liquefy gelatin. Indol was produced. 'lihether or not 
this organism v/as really a lineal descendant of Tretop^s 
bacillus, of course, cannot be proven. Such evidence as we 
have does not indicate that it was not. Polar staining has 
often been described for members of the colon-typhoid series. 
If it could be shown that MacConkey was mistaken as to the 
identity of his orgaa^ism Virith that of Tretop^s, some new name, 
as pseudocoscoroba as proposed by Castellani and Chalmers (1919) 
"J T 'f V) ^ o ^ o 
n I .t AACfc V ^ KJ\J V ^ •• w> « w—. y 
coroba Tretop emended MacConkey must be considered a valid 
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1 
i 
i species, clearly a meiaber of the genus Bacteriuia. 
i Holland (1920) placed the species in the genus Bacterium. 
I MacConkey certainlj thought he had a lineal descendant of 
I coscoroba Tiptop, and in the absence of proof to the coatraiy, 
i 
! we too mast as5^3I^e that he had. 
7. Bacterium {Escherichia) cosgaunior (Ford) Holland. 
Synonjsjjr: Bacillus coli coEa3unior Durham, 1901; Bacillus 
ccaaamiior Ford, 1905; Bacillus paraentericua (Cast.) Castellani 
and Chalmers, 1910; Bacillus pseudo coli Castellani, 1912; 
Escherichia ps^udo-'coli Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Bacterium 
coli comtnunior (Darham) LeBlaye and Guggenheim, 1914; Esch­
erichia meta-coli Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Escherichia 
pseudo-colifoimis Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Enteroides 
para-entericus (Csist.) . Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Esch­
erichia eoi3immior (Durha-m) Bergey ^  al, 1923. 
Durham (1901) isolated coli-like organisms from animal 
faeces, tihich he called Bacillus coli communior. He says of 
it: "Characters and moiphology like those of group Bacillus 
coli communis verus except that sucrose is fermented and acid 
freely formed from it. Mutual serum reactions not frequently 
met Tvith 7/ithin the group. I am inclined to think that this 
is a commoner inhabitant of human faeces than members of the 
last group, but have not made any direct experiments. Should 
this prove to be the case, it mi^t be distinguished from the 
Sscherich type as 3. coli costmunior." 
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f 
I Snosequent investigators liave agreed Durham as to the 
j existence of a large group of crganisias in faeces, differing 
j 
i frcsn Bact* coli of Ssc-herich on alDilitj to attack sucrose and 
i 
j the spccies has "been generally accepted, Durham*s name, hcvrerer, 
J  
I "being a trinomial vas not -ralid. It was shortened to Bacillus 
j eoBEcanior bj Ford (19C3}. 
Bacteriuin coirgranior ^s first used "bj Holland for the Com-
luiittee, SJl.B* (1920). 
i 
1 Bacillus pseudo~coli Castellani» 
i Castellani (1912) describe under this name, an organism 
I 
i whose description is identical Hith that given "by other authors 
I 
{for 3act» comrrtunior* 
Escherichia pseudo-colifoimis Castellani and Chalraers 
; (1919) differed froin 3act« cozarannior on the rate of sucrose 
ferr:entaticn and on serological characters (no discussion of 
latter given). 
Escherichia laeta-coli Castellani and Chalmers (1919) was 
listed as differing from pseudo-coli "by its ability to fe3?3nent 
inositol. 
Bacillus paraentericus Castellani and Chalners, 1910, dif­
fered from Bact* cansnmiior by not clotting milk. 
8. Bacterium (Escherichia) grunthali (Morgan) 7ieldin and 
Levine. 
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! 
Synonymy; Das Grftntiialer Bacteritcn, Fischer, 1902 (?); 
jBacillus GrOnthal Morgan, 1905; Bacillus acidi lactici var 
jgrSnthali Levlne, 1918; SschericMa Grikitliali (Cast.) Castellani 
land Qialmers, 1919; BscherlcMa para^Grihitliali Castellani and 
I Chalmers, 1919; Bacterium coli vsir para-'Gr&nthali Weldin and 
iLevine, 1923. 
i 
! Fischer in 1902 isolated from "liver paste" and "liver 
• r 
imirst" which had caused some cases of food poisoning, a bacter-
i ium, ®welches morphologisch sowie culturell von dem Bacterium j 
j coli commine nicht zu naterschieden war, aber bei der Verfiit-
I teining an MHuse den Tod derselben nuter den Erscheinemgen der 
1 
Ihatnorrhagischen Enteritis herbeifuhrte." While Fischer's des-
I 
I cription is not very debailed as to cultural and physiological 
i 
i characters, his organism would seem to be more closely related 
^ to the enteritidis type than to the colon organisms, both be-
1 cause of its apparent pathogenicity and its reversion of the 
i 
I reaction of milk from a definite acidity to a marked alkalinity* 
t 
; Fischer, ho-srever, did not name the organism, simply designating 
' it as "das GrSnthaler Bacterinm." 
Morgan (1905) gave in tabular form the characters, pre-
! sisnably, of the same organism which he calls "B. G2?unthal" . 
He described it as a motile bacillus, producing on agar and 
• gelatin, a creamy, raised, moist, translucent grov/th, not 
liq7aefying gelatin and producing a general turbidity in broth. 
Jndol "cTas produced, acid and ijurd in milk, and acid and gas in 
glucose, lactose, mannitol but not in saccharose nor in dul-
citol. MacConkey (1906) added more carbohydrates to the list 
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I attacked and still others have been added by subsequent authors. 
The species is adequately characterized and has been 
I recognized by most recent systematists. It inay easily be dif~ 
i  
iferentiated from Bact. coli by its inability to ferment dulcitol. 
i  
i Sscherichia paragrunthali Castellani and Chalmers, 
I This organism as described by Castellani and- Chalmers, is 
i almost identicsil trith Bacterium grunthali so far as the char-
! acters of the ttro organisms are kno^vn. They make the statement 
j that it differs from the latter in fermenting maltose. Hov/ever, 
f 
; in their description of the Grunthal organism, and in all des-
; criptions by other authors, whose descriptions are at hand, in-[ * 
i eluding Castellani (1912), no statement is made as to the be-
Ihavior of the organism in mltose one way or the other. It 
i 
! could be rather startling if grunthali, Taiiich is able to produce 
i acid and gas from dextrin, should fail to attack maltose. 
I Weldin and Levin e (1923) used the term paragrunthal i for 
; a non-motile variety of Bacterium coli; Bergey ^  al (1923) used 
i it for a species of Escherichia. 7ihile it differs but slightly 
i from Bact* coli, it differs still less from Bact. grSnthali, in 
: neither ease, being sufficiently distinct to warrant specific 
t  
; rank. It will be considered synon^rmous with Bacterium (Ssch-
e^ichia) gi^thali. 
9. Bacterium (Escherichia) vekanda (Castellani) Weldin and 
Levine. 
! Ssmonymy: Bacillus vekanda Castellani, 1917; Enteroides 
I vekanda (Cast.) Castellani and Chalneps, 1919; SschericMa 
j 
i vekanda (Cast.) Bergey ^  aly 1923. 
j 
I !Biis organism vras isolated by Castellani from cases of 
Ienteroidea and appendicitis, encountered in the Balkans. It 
I 
was described as a member of the colon-typhoid series; its 
physiological characters being given in comparative detail. 
I Castellani and Chalmers placed it in their genus Snteroides 
lisrhich Tsras characterized by its inability to clot silk. There 
i 
imay be some skepticism with regard to this character (see dis-
I cussion of Snteroides); an organism ^fhich attacks lactose as 
well as a number of other carbohydrates with ppoduction of 
acid and gas ordinarily would be expected to produce sufficient 
acid to coagulate milk although whether it does or does not 
often depends upon the treatment of the milk before or after 
inoculation. 
Perkins (1925) feels the species should not be recognized, 
inasmuch as it has been described only by Castellani. fhis 
contention, however, is not valid for a number of investigators 
including Savage (1907), Sicoll (1911), Buchan. (1910), 
Stewart (1917) and Azzi (1917) have described organisms which 
are apparently identical with Castellani* s vekanda. 
It is felt that Bacterium vekanda should be recognized as 
a valid species. 
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! 10. Bacteriuia (Bscliericliia) psgndo-coloides (Castellani and 
iChalmers) l^eldin and Levine. 
Synonjniy: Eschericliia pseado-coloides (Cast*) Castellani 
"  I I  1  1  •  1 1  1 1  I I  
- • land Ciialmers, 1919. 
According to Castellani and dialmers (1919) tiiis organism 
lis identical witli tlieir Esdierichia pseudo^^oli (see Bact« com-" 
I jnunior) except tlmt it fails to ferment dulcitol. Weldin and 
!l,evine (1923) incltided the organism as a species of their geni^ 
: Saeterinm and Bergey efc al (1923) also accepted it as a recog-
» 
Inized species. 
i 
I If Castellani and Chalmers had "been the only ones to 
i 
!describe such a species, there i^ould has^dly "be justification 
I for differentiation on the "basis of a single character such as 
jdulcitol fermentation. Quite a long list of unnamed organisms 
I have been found, however, •shich are identical -sfith pseudo-
; eoloides as described by Castellaiii ar><^ Chalmers» Evidently 
jorganisms of this type are fairly widespread. It is felt the 
; species should be recognised. A partial list of the unnamed 
;organisms referred to is as follows: 
Cathca2?t (1906) Organism 2J0-.1. 
Savage (1907) Organisms5fos«7, 20 , 30, 46 and 60. • 
Bergey and Deehan (1908) Bacillus Ho.IS, Ho.20, and Ho.116. 
MacConkey (1909) Bacillus Ho.100, Ho.106, No.l09. 
Buchan (1910) Organisms Hos.5, 10, 15, 21, 24, 26, 29, 38, 
,^•2 Krt s;e; w _ 
Hicoll (1911) Bacillus Ho.106, Ho.l09. 
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Sligler (1914) Bacillus eosggonior llo*36. 
Rogers, Clark and Davis (1914) Cultures m, bl, bv, bw, cl, 
era, az, dj and aj. 
Logan (1914) Organisas JTos.XI 2, X 20, XLI 1, 2LV 5, 4, 
X 13, ZLYI 4. 
Azzi (1917) Organism No«16, 2, 9, 43, 28 and 39. 
Kankivell and Stanley (1920) Organissi So.lO. 
Redman (1922) Organism Ko»49 , 38 , 50 and 61. 
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i 
Species of the Subgenos Aerobacter 
! 
11. Bacteji-ua (Aerobacter) aerogenes (Sscherich) Migula. 
j Sjnanymji BacteriuH lactis aerogenes Escherich, 1885; 
'  •  I  I I  •  I  .  I .  
I Actinobacter polymoi>phU3 Daclaux, 1883 (?); Bacteriimi aeetlcma 
i Bobinsky, 1888; Bacillxis capsulatus Pfeiffer, 1S89; Bacillus 
i  
! guillebeau C Preudenr^ich, 1890; Bacillus lactis aerogenes 
! 
j Ste3?nberg, 1892; Bacterium capsuiatum Migula^ 1895; Bacillus 
t " ——————— 
! 
! aerogenes Kruse: Fliigge, 1896; Bacillus lactantitaa Trevisan, 
i 
I 1889; Bacille lactic a^rogene Griiabert and Legros, 1900; Sn-
i  
I capsulatus lactis aerogenes (Escherich) Castellani and Ohal-
I mers, 1919; Sncapsulatus capsulatus Castellani and Chalmers, 
j 1919; Aerobacter aerogenes (Sscherich) Bergej et 1923; 
SncaTDsulata aeroarenus rericins, 1925. 
; This organism was first described by Escherich in 1885 
•; and again in greater detail in 1386 under the name Bakterirmi 
I lactis aerogenes* Lilce his Bakterius coli co^snune it was first 
I ' ' • -
1 isolated from the stools of milli: fed children* It was des-
i cribed as a short rod with rounded ends, l-4-2{i long by 0«5{i 
' broad, usually in groups of two. Spores were produced in sugar 
solutions according to the first description but in 1886 Ssch­
erich says he evidently mistaken about spore production. It 
: was non-motile, easily stained, but Gram-negative. The colonies 
on gelatin were round, arched, viscid ("saftig") and glistening; 
gelatin -was not liquefied. On agar it found a luxuriant v/hite 
layer; on blood serum a v/hite strip. It formed a yelloErish 
white layer on potato ^ith some gas bubbles. It produced suf-
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jficient acid for coagixlation in 2iilk the principal acid being 
jlactis; wiiey was squeezed from the coagulated casein. Glucose, 
I 
i  
i lactose and sucrose were fersnented Trf-tli acid and gas (COr. and 
! ^ 
1H2); it grew in the sugars in tlie absence of air. It was con-
1 sidered sli^tly pathogenic -sriien injected into esperinental 
ianimals. Sschericti found it in intestinal contents of milk fed 
I 
I 
j animals and cMldren, in the faeces of the sane, and once in 
- I  
I "ungekochten Milch". 
j !i?here is no question uut that the organism known today un-
j 
i der the specific name "aerogenes" is the same one that Sscherich 
i was describing. Later authors have added considerable to our 
f 
jknotrledge of its physiological characters. Oastellani and 
; Chalmers hare placed the species in their genus Encapsulatug 
» 
; 
1 and Perkins lays great stress on its ability to produce cap-
I sules. Yiihile Escherich did not definitely give capsule for-
i mation as a characteristic of the species his description cf 
i 
I its growth on gelatin saiggests it* Hany other authors have 
i described capsule fozonation especially in milk. As stated 
i 
1 
elsewhere, however, capsule formation is not considered a de­
sirable character for group differentiation. (See Sncapsulatus)» 
The name iiras changed by Migula (1900) to Bacterium 
aerogenes to eliminate the trinomial form. 
Bacillus capsulatus Pfeiffer. 
This organism v/as obtained by Pfeiffer (1889) from the 
blood of a guinea pig -shich died spontaneously. Its early des­
cription as v7ell as later studies have not shoT/n it to possess 
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I characters viiiich laay be used to dirferentiate It from BacterlLgi 
j aerogenes • It nay properly "be considered a synonyai of the latter • 
I  
I 
! 
i 12* Bacteriim (Aerobacter) oxytocixm (Wyssokowitscli) Mi?rula. 
' 
; Synon^gy; Baeillns ozrytocus pernicioaiis (llyssolroT^itsch) 
I FlS^^e, 1886; EschericMa oxytocus pemiciosus (IVyssokonritscli) 
i 
I Castellani and Chalners, 1919; Aerobaeter oxytocuni (?;yssol:o-
j 
I vitsch) Sergey ^  al, 1925. 
I Tills opganissi r/as .descritad imder the naine Bacillus ozy--' 
I togus pemieiosns (ivyssoko^itsch) in Fliigge, Die STilcroorganisBen, 
I 
1886. It was isolated from "lllrtgere Zeit gestandaner Milch". 
I It was a short bacillus \vith round ends* gelatin, deep col­
onies irere saall and yellowish; surface colonies, grayish-
white, round and arched. Milk was coagulated isith acid reaction 
in 24 hours. Large doses injected into the veins of rabbits 
caused serere and fatal diarrhoea • 
MacConkey (1906) obtained a culture of the organism from 
Erdl Tiyhich we ssay assume wa.s a lineal descendant of the orig­
inal organism.. He found it able to produce acid and gas from 
every carbohydrate tested (including glucose, lactose, sucrose 
and dalticol) except erythritol» It \vas Voges-Proskauer pos­
itive, did not liquefy gelatin, did not produce indol and was 
non-ffiotile. 
It seems an organism exhibiting such exceptional fermen­
tative ability should be recognized as a species. Migula (1900) 
reduced the trinomial to Bacterium oxytoctEGi. 
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f 
i  
1 15. Baeteriug (Ae3:*obacter) cloacae (Jordan) diester. 
i j Synonymy: Bacillus cloacae Jordan, 1890; Cloaca cloacae 
(Jordan) Castellani and CSaalmers, 1919; Aerobacter cloacae (Jor-
j dan) Bergey et 1925. 
Jordan (1890) isolated this organism from Lawrence se^-
age. He described it as a snort, plump, oval bacillus, with 
I 
I roTinded ends, about 0»S-1.9ti long by 0«7-lji broad, non-spore-
j 
I forming, motile, aerobic and facultatiTe. On gelatin, the deep 
colonies were round and yellowish; surface colonies sli^tly 
bluish with irregularly notched edges. Gelatin was liquefied 
quickly. In gelatin tubes the gro-vrfch was rapid. Gro-isrfch -eras 
good along the line of inoculation, a scum fortsed on the sur­
face and a heavy, flocculent, whitish precipitate forusd- On 
agar the groirtih -was moist, slimy, porcelsiin white, (to potato, 
yellowish-white, rapid growth. Milk ^as coagulated nith a 
strong acid reaction» Bouillon was turbid vrith a sli^t scum 
and considerable -sjhitish precipitate. Hitrates were reduced 
to nitrites. 
Other investigators have added considerably to our know­
ledge of the organisn. It has been found to produce indol from 
peptone, acetyl-methyl-carbinol from glucose and to ferment a 
number of carbohydrates v^ith production of acid and gas (CO2 
and F^). Chester (1897) first placed it in the genus Bacterium. 
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i 
; 14o Bacteritgi (Aerobact-er) levans (Wolffin) Lehaazin 
I Hexesann. 
I Synonyniv; Bacillus levans Uolffin, 1S94; Cloaca levans 
I (Uolffin) Castell&ni and Chalmers, 1919; AeiKsbactep levans 
I (Wolffin) Bergej et al, 1925. 
I This orsanism v^as isolated "by Wolff in (1893) imder the 
i j direction of Prof. Lehmann, from soiir dcu^. According to 
"i 
I descriptions "bj ?;olffin (1SS4) snd by Lel^iann (1894) the or-
1 
: ganisn -Hras identical T^,'itli Bacterima coli coagiune in its mor-
i  
j phological and cultural clxaracters. It was aerobic and 
I facultative, did not liquefy gelatine, did not coagulate milk, I 
j  
i did not produce indol, and fermented glucose vilth. acid and gas 
j 
i (E2:C02: :1:5). It also produced gas (H2 and '^2) from sugar 
I free bouillon. According to this description the organism 
I 
J could hardly be accepted in the colon-aerogenes section, HOVJ-
i ever, later work by P. Frankel (1S96) and by Papasoteriu (1901) 
I 
! 
I with the same organism used by ;l^olffin and other strains 
I isolated by themselves, showed Wolf fin to have been mistaken 
; in some characters. They found indol to be produced ar^ irdlk 
coagulated thou^ sometimes only after 5-6 days incubation. 
: Apparently, as Papasoteriu says. Wolffin recorded results after 
very short incubation. MacConkey (1906) quotes Holliger (1S02) 
as finding B. levans able to liquefy gelatin, the rate of 
liquefaction being very varied, sometimes taking 1—2 months. 
: MacConkey (1906) himself studied 3. levans, using a culture 
: secured from Kr^*s laboratory and which we may assume v/as a 
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: descendant of the original. He foimd it to be motile, able 
I to liquefy gelatine, not producing indol, Voges-Proslrauer pos-
1 itive, producing acid and gas from glucose and lactose, but 
not from sucrose* In addition he gave its fermentation re-
I 
I action on a long list of carboliydrates • 
I The species is considered adequately described, and the 
j nam© valid, the accepted description being that given by ?rankel 
( 
-i 
I and Papasoteriu,. and emended by MacConkey- The combination 
i 
! BacfceriUBt levans was first used by Lehmann and Keimann (1901). 
I 
i 
I  
I 15. Bacterima (ACTobacter) chinense (Hamilton) Migula, 
i Synonyoiy: Bacillus capsulatus chinensis Hamilton, 1898; 
j Bacterj-um chinense (Hamilton) Migula, 1900; Bacterium duodenale 
1 
I Ford, 1903(?); Aerobacter chiense (Hamilton) Bergey et al, 1923. 
; This oi^anism was isolated by Hamilton (1898) frcm 
j (Chinese ink. She described it under the name Bacillus capsu-
•  "  '  •  "  " I  I  —  •  n  
I latus chinensis as a capsulated rod, 4~6ii long by 0«5-7.5y. 
j broad, with two or three members in capsule, involution forms 
: common, non-motile, non-spore-forming, (ipam-negative. Cap­
sules are more readily formed on nutrient media than in the 
; animal body. On gelatin the colonies were white, glistening, 
i hemispherical with sha2?p edges; deep colonies a yellowish 
color. GelatisBwas not liquefied. On agar the growth was 
quicker and more abundant, the colonies appearing as large 
slir^y drops. On glycerin agar and sucrose agar a thick slimy 
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I 
I layer covered tiie •sriiole surface. Blood serum did not support 
I as good a growth, as agar; it was not liquefied. On potato the 
I 
I growth was creacry and a distinct ammonia odor was produced; at 
I 37^0 gas "buDhles were formed and the reaction was distinctly 
I alkaline to litmas. Milk was coagulated "by acid production. 
I Glucose, lactose and maltose were fermented, glycerin sli^tly 
I and sucrose not at all, with production of acid and gas; the i 
I  
I latter was found to be COgj Hg? CHg and a trace of ITg* 
i ganisn was aerobic and facultative. It Tsas exceedingly patho-
! 
j genie for mice and guinea pigs. 
I The organism seems to be a well characterized, distinct 
i type which should be 2?ecognized. 
I 
I 
I Mlgula {1900} reduced the name from trinoinial form to 
i. i Bacterium chine^nse. 
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Species of tlie Subgenera Proteus 
16. Bacterium (Proteus) vulgaris (Hauser) CSiestep. 
Synonjiny: Proteus vulgaris Hauser, 1885; Bacillus proteua 
!r3?evisa3a, 1889; Bacillus Proteus vulgaris (Hauser) Eruse in 
Fl&gge, 1896; Bacillus vulgaris (Hauser) Migula, 1900; Bacteriuia 
vulgare (Hauser) Lelmann and Neumann, 1901.; Bacterium proteus 
flr>i-ndologenes von Lo^em, 1918; Proteus proteus vulgaris (Hauser) 
Castellani and Chalmers, 1S19. 
Hauser (1885) described this organism as one of three 
species of a new genus Proteus« In his description he stressed 
particularly the variability of form vidiich these organisms may 
^oovxmo cLuxi 01^*0 eutiNzX? VN/oC c* 
three species on the basis of their relative ability to liquefy 
gelatin, Proteus vulgaris liquefying it rapidly, mirabilis 
slowly, and z.enkerl not at all. Later he decided that the last 
tTO species mi^t be only varieties of Proteus vulgaris. 
Early systenatists accepted Proteus vulgaris nith gradual 
elaboration of its description. It was soon found to be able 
to ferment glucose and sucrose Td.th acid and gas production, 
but not lactose. Che most exhaustive study of the group has 
been made by 7/enner and Re-ttgsr (1919), These authors worked 
with 84 strains af Proteus g2?oup organisms, 58 of which were 
secured from other laboratories- From these and from their 
studies of the literature, they concluded that Proteus vulgaris 
ani^ Proteus mirabilis were identical, while Proteus zenkeri re­
sembled an organism previously described by Kurth (Bacterium 
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I 
I zopfii). Tlie property of liquefying gelatin, tl^y found to be 
i 
I too irregular and inconstant to serve as a basis for separation 
I of species- Indol production ard agglutinating properties •were, 
i 
I like^se too variable for use. Glucose, levulose, galactose, 
i sucrose were fenaented by all strains, maltose by some, and 
lactose, inannitol, salicin and a nxmiber of other carboliydrates 
by none. They placed Pioteus zenkeri in a new genus Zopfius. 
With regard to vulgaris and lairabilis they made the following 
i 
suggestion: 
"0!he Proteus genus comprises a large group of organisms 
i isCiich can be subdivided on the basis of their action on maltose 
into t?;o distinct species. For the species fermenting this 
sugar the name Proteus vulgaris is suggested, and for the 
species failing to attack it, the name Proteus mirabilis." 
•nif >va c<"5 mrvT •?-P-t . i i  '  r  i r -  •  ^ 1  I  i  i l r  ^ j  ^  v i »  w  ^  w  . a  —  n  i  > • * » ^  
The differentiating characters of Hauser must be set aside, 
however, in order to avoid confusion." 
Their suggestion for differentiation of the two species 
on the basis of maltose fermentation ms followed by Weldin 
Levine (1923) and by Bergey ^  si (1S23). It seems to be 
a satisfactory and convenient procedure and should be accepted, 
Chester (1897) called the organism Bacterium (Proteus) 
vulgaris. 
"ST 
The character referred to was rate of gelatin liquefaction. 
17. Bacterium (Protexis) mira'bilis (Hauser) Chester and Levine. 
Synonymy: Proteus mipabills Hauser, 1885; BaciHus mir-
i 
I abilia !E3?evisan, 1889; Bacillus proteus sirabllis (Eauser) 
i Kruse, 1896. 
I Tills was one of tiiree species first described by Hauser 
I (1885). It was isolated by "him from putrefying ardinal matter. 
i Por discussion, see Bacterium (Proteus) vulgaris. 
"t 1 
1 ime organism was first placed in tlie genus Bacterium 
1 
I Chester (1897). 
1 
1 
18* Bacterium (Proteus) friedlanderi (IPrevisan). 
I 
i 
i Synonysy: Pnetimonie coccus j, Friedlande:^ 18831 Bacterium 
! 
pneumonic crouposae Zopf, 1885; Bacillus Pneumoniae (Pried-
lander) Plugge, 1886; Klebsiella pneumoniae TreTisan, 1887; 
Bacillus capsulatus pneumonicus Banti, 1S88; Pneumobacillus 
Sisenberg, 1891; Bacterium meumonicum (Friedlander) Migula, 
1895; Bacterium pneumoniae Friedlander, Lebmann and Neumann, 
1901; Bacillus FriedlSnder Buclian, 1919. 
TMs organism was first described but not named by 
Friedlander in 1882. He isolated it from the pleuritic and 
pericardial exsudate frcm case of acute pneumonia. It was 
described as a coccus though be stated the organisms were 
•as'oally ellipsoid in shape, "ihre L§iige betr&gt fast einen 
Mikromillimeter, ihre Breite etT?a um ein Drittel 7;enigsr," 
It was usually in pairs, though sometimes in short chains. In 
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• j 
i a later publication (1883) he described capsule formation in 1 
I 
i  detail; tMs capsule were al-ways observed with organisms from 
i  j  ; _ i 
j the animal body but not in cultures on gelatine or blood serum | 
j ) 
i media. j 
I  "  '  j Later investigators working with tbe same organism have j 
t 1 
j shoTO it to be unquestionably a rod. Gram-negative, xjith cul- i 
1 ' i 
i tural characters typical of the colon-typhoid bacilli, ferment- | 
i ! i ing a number of carbohydrates, including glucose, and sucrose ; 
i  1  
with acid and gas (CO2 and Hg). It is evident the bacillus j; 
i 
! may be included in the genus Bacterium unless a special genus 
! is created for the capsulated organisms as suggested by • 
! 
i Perkins, and others. This is not considered desirable. (See 
I 
j Sacapsalatus). 
I There is considerable disagreement among various invest- j 
- igatcrs as to the ability of this orga^iism to ferment lactose» j 
: » 
I Grimbert (1895) stated that it "sas able to feiroent this sugar ? 
I ' • 
i  _  
I nirith acid production. Later (1S96) he added gas production from 
i lactose. Sicolle and Herbert (1897) confirmed Grimbert*s find- i 
' j 
: ings. Lehmann and ^fe-jcsann (1901) stated that it produced 
abundant acid, together -srith CO^ and E2 from grape- and milk-
sugar. Strong (1899) v/orking u'ith cultures from Srdl*s lab­
oratory, from the Gottingen Institute, and from his otin iso­
lations, found no acid and •'•srenig oder gar kein gaz bei "iich- ; 
Kral^s laboratory and found it produced neither acid nor gas 
from lactose. HacConkey (1905) also irking \7ith a culture 00-
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i 
i I 
I tained indirectly frcsa Srdl, records acid "but not gas from 
lactose. Anotlier culture obtained from H. Spitta did produce 
i  
i gas as well as acid. Coulter (1917) studied eleven strains of 
i Friedlander* s bacillus isolated bj liimself and found none of 
i tliem able to ferment lactose- It is giite evident tliat the 
t  
j  
1 investigators 'Jito were supposedly worldJig :?itli lineal descend-
i ants of tjfcie original strain found it incapable of producing 
j gas fron lactose* The species is, therefore, considered in the 
I subgemzs Proteus because it produces gas from glucose and sue-
I rose but not froa lactose* 
i Zopf (1886) used the name Bacteriuia pneutaoniae crouposae 
: for the Friedlander bacillus, fhis name, being a trinomial, 
j cannot stand in its enterity. The combination Bacteriusi pneuaon-
iae is invalid for this organissi, since this specific designa-
1 tion Bras first used by Sigula (18S5) for the ptneuaoaia organism 
' of ''^slchselbati!!! no?? general IT reeofmised under the naine Binlo** 
I " ^ 
I coccus pneusKsniae as the type species for the genus Diplococcus. 
i Trevisan (18SS} used the tens Klebsiella FriedlaT>deri for this 
i species; Fri^ilanderi siay, therefore, be considered the valid 
; specific naae for the organism. 
19» Bacterj-gsi (Proteus) hydrophiluffl (Sanarelli) Chester. 
Synonjniiyi Bacillus hydrophilus fuscus Sanarelli, 1891; 
; Binerson and Morris, 1905; Bacillus raydrophxli^s Sanarelli, 
Chester, 1901; Proteus hydrophilus (Sanarelli) Bergey ^  al, 
1923; Bacillus 2?anlcida Ernst, 1890(?); Bacterirun ranicida 
— 69 *" 
I 
1 (Bmst) Lehmann and Heinnann, 1901(?)« 
I Sanarelli (1891) obtained this orsanisa fron the Ijinph of 
i fpogs suffering from a fatal infectious disease. It was a Gram-
I negative short rod, sometimes growing into long filaments, 
I aerobic, gelatin-liquefying and motile. On glycerin agar at 
I 37^0 it grew luxuriant soon covering the entire surface and 
I 
I exhibiting a slight fluorescence which soon disappeared. Blood 
I serusi was liquefied. On potato it developed a yello^Jlsh to 
bro^mish growth. It was pathogenic not only for " cold-blodded" 
I animals but also for guinea-pigs, rabbits, dogs, cats, mice, 
I 
I chickens and pigeons. Sanare3JLi called it Bacillus hydrophiliis 
i fUSCQS. 
A bacillus was carefully studied and described in detail 
by 3merson and Uorris (1905). It corresponded morphologically 
and culturally to Sanarelli*s description but differed slightly 
as to pathogenicity. They found guinea pigs susceptible, but 
not rabbits; no other animals T^ere tested. In addition they 
described it as higlily pleomorphic. Milk was acidified, coagu­
lated and peptonized. Dextrose, suc2?ose and riannitol -Esrere fer­
mented 'iTith acid and gas productiin, but gas x:;as never formed 
from lactose. The ability to produce gas VTSLS reported lost 
with continued cultivation, nitrates svere reduced to nitrites 
and indol ir&s slov/ly produced. It produced a slight ycllo^-ish 
pigment on some siedia; however, ^'nignent forsia'tion •sras so 
variable that no constant factors controlling its occurrence 
were detensinable". The authors concluded that their organism 
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I 
i was identical lyitli tiiat of Sanarelli. 
i 
I Ernst in 1890 described an organism under tiie name 3acil~ 
I Ixis ranicida whicli corresponds very closely in its characters 
I to Bacillus hydropiiilus fiiscus Sanarelli and there isay be some 
i question as to whether his name should not be used in place of 
j 
j Sanarelli*s. However, both his and Sanarelli's descriptions 
I 
I were incomplete and inadequate for recognition of the species 
i were it not for the ^ ork of Emerson and Morris, These authors 
I definitely stated that their organism corresponded more close-
j  
I ly to Bacillus hydrophilus fuscus Sanerelli than to Bacillus 
i  
j ranicida Ernst# In view of tliis statement it seems best to 
j retain the specific name hydrophilus and consider B. ranicida 
I  " "  — - i — — — — —  
a possible synonym. 
Its characters place it definitely in the subgenus Proteos. 
Chester (1901) reduced the name to binomial fo2?m (Bacillus 
; liydiroTdiilus) and Weldin and Levine {1925) placed it in their 
I 
i subgenus Proteus of the genus Bacterium. 
^0« Bacterium (Proteua) asiaticum (Castellani) Weldin and 
Levine. 
Synonyzny: Baeillus asiaticus (So.l and 2sO«2) Castsllani 
1912; Salmonella asiaticus (Cast.) Castellani and Chalmers, 
1919: Bacterium (Proteus) asiaticum Weldin and Levine, 1S25| 
Proteus asiaticus (Castallani - and Chalmers) Bergey al» 1923. 
This organism Tsas isolated by Castellani (1912) from the 
blood and stools of a case of anchylostomiasis • Serum reactions 
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I 
! and the results of vaccination indicated a probable causal re-
! 
i lationship of the organisa to the disease* It was described 
I as a short rod-like organism, 2-5^1 in length, non-motile, Gram-
1 negative. Growth on agai' was typhoid-like; in broth there was 
I general turbidity and pellicle formation. Gelatine ^ras not 
liquefied, indol production was slight, litms milk \?as acid, 
with reversion to alkalinity. A number of carbohydrates were 
I attacked, including glucose, sucrose, and mannitol. Lactose 
j 
j was not feiffiented. !I?wo varieties are described, the differ-
! 
! ences largely being intensity and rate of some of the reactions. 
i 
j Thej -srere combined as one species in later descriptions (1916, 
i 
I 1919). 
i Irhe species is adequately described and sufficiently 
i distinct to "ssarrant recognition. Weldin and Levine (1925) in-
•i eluded It in their suogerais ?z*otg<is am Bergey ^  ^ in their 
! Proteus. 
21. Bacterium (Proteus) infantum ?ieldin and Levins. 
Synonymy: Brisbane organism. Dean 1920. 
This organism was first isolated by Dean (1920) from the 
urine and faeces of a child. Later it was secured from a number 
of faeces samples sent to him for examination for dysentery 
bacilli. He found it to be a motile rod, not able to liquefy 
gelatin, producing indol, producing acid and gas from glucose, 
sucrose, mannitol, maltose, sorbitol, raffinose, and arabinose. 
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i 
t  
I "but not from lactose, dulcitol, imil.in nor adonitol. In litmus 
j 
I milk it produced acid on tiie fifth day, clotted the milk on the 
I  
I tenth and cleared it on the fifteenth day. In its agglutination 
I reaction it appeared to be more closely linked to the paratyphoid 
j B organism than to the paratyphoid A or typhoid organisms. 
r 
I Weldin and Levine (1923) felt that this organism was suf-
I ficiently described for recognition- They, accordingly, gave 
I I 
I it the name Bacteriitm infantum and placed it in their subgenus 
! Proteus tshere its fermentation reactions clearly showed it to 
belong. 
22• Bacterium (Proteus) valerici Weldin and Levine, 
Synonymy; Valerie 21, Boycott, 1906; Bacillus asiaticus 
mobilis Castellani, 1916; Salmonella asiaticus mobilis (Cast.) 
Castellani and CThalaers, 1919; Proteus valeriae (Boycott) 
Bergey efc al, 192S. 
!l?his organism ms isolated by Boycott (1906) from the stool 
of a jatient and described under the term "Yaldrie 21." It was 
actively motile, did not liquefy gelatin, produced indol and 
acidified and clotted milk. It produced acid and gas frcHS 
glucose, maltose, sucrose, and mannitol as -well as a number of 
other carboliydrates, but had no apparent action on lactose or 
salicin. It was pathogenic for guinea pigs xihsn. injected in-
traperitoneally. Agglutinin absorption tests with SchottmSller 
B (Bact. schottmolleri) and the organism of Brion and Sayser 
(Bact. paratyphi) showed no relation to these tVFO organisms. 
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j Castellani (1916) described an organism foxind in the 
i j Adriatic-Balkan zone, -wliicli iiad almost identical morphological 
( 
! and physiological characters* He called it Bacillus asiaticus j " 
j irobilis. 
I weldin and Levine (1923) used the nane Bacteritjm valerici 
1 • 
I for Boycott* s organism. 
i 
i She organism iiyas adequately described. Its ability to fer-
- i  
I ment glucose and sucrose, but not lactose place it in the Pro-
1 
1 teus group. !i3ie name Bacillus asiaticus mobilis, being a tri-
I nornial, siust be rejected; Bacterium asiaticum has already been 
i used for another recognized species, (See Bacterima (Proteus) 
t  1 
I asiaticum) and Bacterim mobilis is a type of name -sciich should 
i I 
i be avoided as expressing a character common to all or nearly 
i 
i all mesfeers of the group (Recommendation XIV of the Botanical 
j Code}. Bacteriiim valerici is thus considered valid name for 
I the species. 
I 
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i 
Species of the Subgenus Salmonella 
23. Bacteriusi (Salmonella) cholerae sals (Th.Smith) Holland. 
Synonymsr: Bacillus cholerae suia Smith, Th., 1894; Bacil-
I lus cholerae suam Migula, 1895; Bacillus suipestifer Kruse, 
I 1S96; Bacteriua saipestirei* Chester, 1897, 1920; Baeteriuza 
I cholerae suam (Migula) Lehrnann and Neumann, 1901; Bacillus 
• ————————— -
i Salmoni (Trevisan) Chester, 1901; Bacterium intestinale suis 
I ' I I- r - 11 • III - I 
I LeBlaye and Gu^enhein, 1914; Bacillus suis Krussariede, Kohn, 
I and Valentine, 1S18; Salmonella suipestifer (Kruse) Gastellani 
i 
I and Chalmers, 1919; not Pastuerella Salmoni Trevisan, 1889. 
I Salmon and Smith, Th. (1885) studying a disease of hogs 
1 which they called American surine plague, isolated an organism 
I and described it as the "Bacterium of swine plague." The or-
i ganisms appeared as elongated ovals, usually in pairs. Hhen 
1 stained vrith methyl violet, many bacilli presCTited a center 
{ 
I paler than the periphery. IPhey stated further, "The darker 
i portion is not localized at two extremities, as in the bacteria 
• of septicemia in rabbits.'' !I?he bacillus was notile and did not 
liquefy gelatine. It grew -Erell on potato, blood serum, and in 
milk. Appestrance of milk was not changed. Spores were not 
, found. It was pathogenic for laboratory animals. 
In 1886 these authors published additional information on 
the organism. In the meantime it had become evident that there 
were two distinct infectious diseases of hogs, both of which 
i had previously been known as swine plague. Salmon and Smith 
: called these t^sro diseases swine plague and hog cholera, using 
I the latter for the disease described in 1885, and the term hog 
I cholera bacilliis for the organism previously called by them 
I the stTine plague bacillus. The disease which they now (1886) 
I called swine plague, had also been shown to exist in Europe, 
where it was likewise called serine plague or " Schweinseuche". 
In 1894, Smith, Th., again eu^hasized that his "hog cholei^ 
bacillus^ 1886, "sra-s identical with his ® swine plague bacillus" 
1885, and that the name sislne plague bacterium ^jas now being 
used for an organism similar to one similarly designated in 
Europe. At this time he gave the name Bacillus cholerae suis 
to the "hog cholera" bacterium. O^o the previous descriptions, 
he added that acid and gas (GOg and Hg) were evolved from glu­
cose, but that lactose and sucrose -srere not attacked. 
Sruse (1896) referring to an organism -srhich he said was 
first isolated by Salmon and Smith (1885) and called by them 
the "Hog-cholera-Bacillus" , created the name Bacillus suipes-
tifer. Most of the authors who have worked on the organisms 
of the intermediate group have accepted Kruse^s name suipesti-
fer; a few have used cholerae suis, which evidently has priority 
and is the valid name. IPhe Tsriter has been informed of some 
experimental -srork, the results of which have not yet been made 
available, which indicate very strongly that there are dis­
tinct differences between American strains designated as 
cholerae suis and European cultures of supposedly suipestifer* 
!Dhere is a possibility that each name should be recognized as~ 
representing distinct species. 
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I Tlie authors v&lo have worked ^ith the organisms of the in-
I tei^aediate group have generally recognized the species either 
; under the naia& suipestifer or as cholerae 3uis« Fo3?d (1905), 
i Harding and Ostenberg (1912) and Kinzmsyiede, Pratt and Sohn 
i 
I (1916) have shomi it to be a xylose fersienter thereby separat­
ing it from paratyphi (para A). 5he agglutination test was 
used for some time to differentiate the hog chole3?a bacillus 
j from Gartner* s organissi. Differences in ability to attack 
1 arabinose and dulcitol "Brere noted by Ford (1905) and Ditthom 
! 
I (1S17). Jordan (1917) characterized cholerae suis strains as 
i 
I fermenting arabinose and dulcitol slowly or not at all while 
( 
i s^bottiisalleri strains (para 3) typically produced gas from 
i these carbohydrates rithin 24 hours. 
i 
Holland (1920) placed the species in the genus BacteriuH. 
1 24. Bacterium (S^^Tronella) enteritidis (Gartner) Chester. 
Synonyn^c Bacillus enteritidis GSrtnaPj. 1888; Sleb-
• siella enteritidis DeT-oni and Trevisan, 1889; Bacillus Gaertner 
' Morgan, 1905; Salmonella enteritidis (Gaertner) Castellani and 
Chalmers j 1919. 
G§rtner (1888) isolated this organism from the flesh and 
organs of coiir which had been killed because of an attack char­
acterized by a mcous diarrhoea^ and from the splean of a vsscn 
•ffirho died after eating some of the flesh of the animal. It*s 
description with regard to its morphology, staining reactions. 
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I and cnltural eliaracters was typical of tiie colon-tTphoid 
I bacteria» 6§.rtiier named it Bacillus eateritidis* 
^iliile the organise iias been considered a distinct species 
I by all authors trho 3iave described it, means of differentiating 
it clearly fron other iseEbers of tlie intermediate group iiave 
been developed ccanparatively recently. Its quick reversion of 
litmis nilS: fron an acid to an alkaline reaction ursis used to 
separate it fros Bact* paratyg&l {paratyphoid A), (Schotmallea?, 
1901; Kayser, 1904; Morgan, 1905 )• Ford (1905), i^rding and 
dstenberg (1912), and Kr^smiedc, Pratt, and Eohn (1916) fotaid 
that Bact« enteritidis ^ Tas one of a group which differed from 
paratyphi in their ability to pi^oduce acid suad gas from xylose,* 
The agglutination test served for a long time to dis­
tinguish enteritidis from schcfaaalleri (paratyphoid B) and from 
cholerae suis. Jordan (1917) separated schotta^leri and en­
teritidis from cholerae suis by their action on diilcitol and 
arabinose, the first tisro fermenting both sugars rapidly -w-ith 
acid and gas production, vhile cholerae suis fermented them 
slo"S7ly or not at all. In the same year, Weiss and Rice used 
inositol to differentiate enteritidis from schottmalleri, 
Baet« enteritidis, as -srell as Bact. cholerae suis and Bact« 
abortivo-equimaa, were non-gas-producing on this sugar; Bact. 
schottmalleri, gas-producing. The species as it is genei^ally 
recognized today is adequately defined by V/inslow^j Kligler and 
Jordan and Victorsan (1917) used blackening of lead-acetate 
agar for differentiation of enteritidis from paratypM, the 
former giving a positive reaction, the latter, negative. 
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Rothberg (1919)• 
Chester (1897) placed the species in the genus BacteriTna* 
25* Bacteriid {SnTrnonella) aertrycke (DeHobele) Weldin and 
XteTine* 
Synonymy: Baeillns aertrycke DeKobele, 1889, 1901; Sal-* 
sH^nella aertrycke Seiffert, 1909; Bacillus paraertrycke Cas-
tellani, 1916; Salcaonella para-aertrycke (Cast.) Castellani 
and Chalmers, 1919* 
organism was sec-ored by DeRobele (1889) from an 
outbreak of food-poisoning. In its morphological and cultural 
characters it was found to be similar to the Gartner bacillus, 
the paratyphoid B organism and to Bact. cholerae suis» It was 
found to be easily differentiated from Bact> enteritidis by 
the agglutination test. Baihbridge (1909) separated it from 
the paratyphoid B bacillus (Bact. schottmalleri) by j^ans of 
the agglutinin-absorption test, and, apparently, by the same 
test sho-j?ed it to be identical "sirith 3act» cholerae suia« The 
majority of investigators since Bainbridge^s ^rk have con­
sidered aertrycke indistinguishable from cholerae suis. How­
ever, Jordsn (1917) found aertrycke strains, like Bact. schot-
tsnilleri, able to ferment dulcitol and arabinose rapidly, irhile 
Bact. cholerae suis fennented these carbohydrates slowly or not 
at all» ThG organism may at present be differentiated from the 
other members of the intermediate group except cholerae suis 
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"by agglutination or by agglutinin-absorption tests, and froai 
cliolerae suis by carbolsydi^te fermentations, and sbould "be 
considered a distinct and valid species. 
26. BacteriuS (Salmonella} psittacosis (Bocard) LeBlaye and 
Guggeiiheii!. 
Synonymy: Bacillus psittacosis Uocard, 1895; Bacterium 
psittacosis (Socard) LeBlaye and GnggeaLieim, 1914; S^^'Twonella 
psittacosis (iiocard) Castellani and Chalmers, 1919. 
Bacillus psittacosis ^aas isolated by Hocard (1893) ^ om 
the v:ings of parrots VsJiiic}! liad died from pneiimonia. Tbe or­
ganism Tsras also isolated fron the blood of humans Tsho had be­
come infected. Its morphological ard. culttiral characters -Erere 
those of the intermediate group of the colon-typhoid series. 
^cGonkey (1905) secured a culture from the Pasteur In­
stitute (presumably a sub-culture of the original) and studied 
its action on a nunflser of carbohydrates. He described it as 
producing acid and gas from glucose, maltose, arabinose, raf-
finose, mannitol, sorbitol, dulcitol, and dextrin, but not 
from lactose or sucrose. Castellani and Chalmers (1910) and 
Castellani (1912) agreed -^th HacConkey as to the carbohydrates 
attacked and noted further, failure to attack inulin, salicin 
and adonitol, and reversion from an acid to an alkaline re­
action in litmus milk. Castellani (1917) cpioted Bainbridge 
(no date given) as considering Bact. psittacosis identical •s?ith 
Bact. aertiryg^Q* "^P the present the •sTriter has not succeed-
so -
ed in Yerifying this statement* 
Periy (1920) isolated an oi?ganissi from a diseased parrot 
•jyhicli -??as identical •srith. Socai^d^s "bacillus. He tested it and 
a subculture of Hocard*s original strain secured fron Dr. 
Besredka, by agglutination and agglutinin-absorption tests 
^th. strains of tiie paratyphoid 3 bacillus and Baet» aertrycke, 
and found them serologically identical 7/ith the latter* Ap­
parently the organise is very closely related to 3act» aert-
rycke, the only differences noted being its ability to attack 
raffinose and dextrin and its specific pathogenicity. 
LeBlaye and Guggenheim (1914) placed the species in the 
gerras Bacterium. 
27. Sacteriom (Salaonella) schottsnlleri (Winsloi^j Sligler, 
and Eothberg) Holland. 
Synonymy: Bacterium paratyphi type B Kayser, 1904; 
'^Bacillus paratyphoid B, Schotts&ller" Morgan, 1905; Bacillus 
paratyphosus 3, kiilson, 1908; Bacterium paratyphosusi B (Schot-
femiller) LeBlaye and Guggenheim, 1914; Bacillus schottssillerl 
Winslos', Eligler, Rothberg, 1919; Salmonella paratyphosus B 
{Schotsjuller) Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Salmonella schot-
tm&lleri Bergey ^  1925. 
Achard and Bensaude (1396) described organissrs sisilar 
to the psittacosis organism of Ho card, which produced gas froa 
glucose, maltose and mannitol but not frosi lactose. Mlk was 
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not coagulated. They agglutinated weakly with typhoid serun. 
This latter test suggests the paratyphoid B rather than the 
A type. The authors designated them as "Bacillus psiratyphiques*" 
Schottn&ller (1900) likewise isolated organisms inter­
mediate in character frozs the typhoid "bacillus and Bacterium 
coli* Sayser (1902, 1904) studied these organisics, along Trith 
a similar strain isolated "by Brion and Sayser (1902), and con­
cluded that there were tw>distinct species Ts^iich he designated 
as Bacteriusi parat3rphi IType A and Bacteriuzs parat3rphi Type B:; 
the type A incltaiing Brion and Kayser (1902), and concluded 
that there were two distinct species \yhich he designated as 
^cteriuB paratyphi Type A and Bacterium paratyphi Type 3, the 
type A including Brion and Sayser*s strain, and tno of Schot-
t32jJ2ller^s strains, v&ile type 3 included the rest of Schot-
fcsSller^s str*ains (frtsa 5 cases), as lirell as A.chard and 3en-
saude's organisn. {Sao Bactsriurs paratyphi). The type B or-
ganissis differed agglutinatively from the type A, and in their 
ability to revert the reaction of litnsis milk froin acidity to 
alkalinity in two weeks time* 
The organism (type 3) has been isolated and studied in 
detail by subsequent investigators, until, at the present 
time, it ra&j be clearly differentiated from related species 
on the "basis of it*3 cultural and serological reactions. Ford 
(1905) found it able to ferment xylose xjith acid and gas, -vhich, 
I I I V T OT ^  \ 4-/N'*n4» o 
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convenient method of differentiating it from paratyphoid A 
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vihlcli fails to attack tliis carboloydrate. Jordan (1917) used 
its abxTiitj to rapidly ferment arabinose and dulcitol to sep-
a2»ate it fro:n Saeterima cholerae srais snd Weiss and Rice (1917) 
differentiated it from 5aet. enteritidis on its inositol fer­
mentation. 
fhe Species iias been coiimonly designated cj the tei^ 
3» paratTplioid B and Bacillus paratypbosus B«. Since neither 
of these nasies we3?e in true Latin fom and are jsisleading as 
to the true biological relationsliips of tlae organism, ^^inslOar, 
Kligler and Eotbberg (1919) proposed the name Bacillus schot-
tTTOll eri for the species. 
Holland (1920) placed the species in the genus Bacterius 
erroneously giving credit for the specific term to Hinslow -
Rottenberg - Pa2»son3» 
28. Baeteri-gs (Salmonella) ieteroides (Sanarelli) Lehniann 
and Keumann. 
Synonymy; Baeille ictilroide Sanarelli, 1397; Bacillus 
ieteroides (Sanarelli) Reed and Carroll, 1900; Salmonella 
ieteroides (Sanarelli) Bergey et 1923. 
!I!his organic -sas first described bj Sanarelli (1897) 
who isolated it from yellow' fever cadavers and believed it to 
be the cause of the disease. He called it Baeille ict^roide. 
wia description of its grovrfch on ordinary laborato2?y media 
•aras quite detailed^ but many of the peculiarities ascribed 
to it Tffere shoT;?n, by Agramonte and others, not to be constant. 
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It fermented glucose but not lactose nor sucrose. Sanarelli's 
belief tliat it WSLS tlie etiological factor in the disease yel-
loTs fever, was soon shoisn to be incorrect. Eeed and Carroll 
(1900) proved its close relationship to the hog cholera bacil­
lus* 
lOacConkey (1905) secured a cuitur-e of the orrjsnis^i fros 
Sanarelli and detez^ned its fensentation reactions in a nus-
bea? of carbohydrates. Subsequent authors have added someTTinat 
to the list of sugars attacked, the net results sho'sring. hocr-
ever, that the organise is pz^ctically indistinguishable from 
Bact. cholerae suis on the basis of its physiological reactions 
Reed and Carroll (1900) found the tsro organisms agglutinative-
ly identical. Erussriede, Kdhn., and Yalentine (1918), hois-ever, 
were able to differentiate the trro species by use of the ag-
glutinin-absorption test« 
Lehmann and Seusann (1901) included the organism in the 
genus Bacterium. 
2S. Bacteriuia (Salmonella) foetiduE (Perez) v/eldin and Levine 
Synonymy: Coccobacillu^ foetidus ozenae Perez, 1899; 
Goccobaciira.s (foetidus) ozaenae Ward, 1917; Salmonella foetida 
(Perez) Bergey ^  1923; Escherichia foetida Bergey et al, 
1925. 
Perez (1899) described this organism, isolated by him 
from ozena, under the name Coccobacillus foetidus ozenae. The 
bacillus was small, often coccoid in form, though it might show 
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filaments. It was non-spore-forming, non-motile, easily cul­
tivated and easily stained, tliou^ not by G3?ais*s aetliod. On 
ordinary media it*3 groiiTtli was typical of the colon-typhoid 
group. Neither gelatin nor blood serum were liquefied. Indol 
was foimed. Milk was never coagulated nor was lactose ferment­
ed. It produced a pronounced and characteristic foetid odor. 
It was pathogenic for guinea-pigs, mice, pigeons and rabbits. 
Ward (1917) studied a number of strains of Perez bacil­
lus, both frcHa European sources and from his own isolations. 
Besides confirming Perez' findings, he investigated its action 
on a number of carbohjrdrates: glucose, levulose, maltose, 
dextrin, lactose, saccharose, glycerol, inulin, and mannitol. 
Of these glucose was the only one attacked; gas production 
even in this sugar was slow, but might after a number of days 
amount to 15-75^ {CO2 and H2)« 
Weldin and Levine (1923) listed the organism in the gemis 
Bacterium, subgenus Salmonella. Bergey ^  ^ (1923) included 
it in their genus Salmonella, but in the second edition of 
their Manual (1925) moved it to the genus Sscherichia. Just 
it was placed in this group is not apparent, since it*s 
fermentation reactions as determined by Ward (1917) definitely 
place it with the Salmonellas. 
30. Bacterium (Salmonella) pullorum Rettger. 
Synonymy: Bacillus pullorum Smith and TenBroeck, 1915; 
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i Salmonella inillora (Rett^er and Harvey) Bergey eb 1923; 
i Salmonella polio rum (Rettger) Bergey ^  1925, 
I Rettger first described tiiis organism in 1900 and 1901. 
It was furtlier described by Rettger and Harvey in 1908, but 
; it was not named imtil 1909, when Rettger called it Bacterirm 
i 
t 
i polloruE. The bacillus was shorn to be the cause of bacillary 
I white diarrhoea of chicks. It*s morphological and cultural 
J 
J 
characters were typical of the colon-typhoid seriese At 
first reported motile, it was later (Rettger and Harvey, 1908) 
I found to be non-motile. It fermented dextrose and mannitol 
i with acid and gas production, but not maltose, lactose, sac-
• charose, inulin nor dextrin. 
I There seems to have been considerable confusion for a 
time between this OTganism and the fowl-typhoid bacillus. Var-
: ious authors, notably Smith and TenBroeck, 1905, Goldberg, 1917, 
; Rettger and Soser, 1917, and Hadley, Caldwell, Slkins and Lam­
bert, 1917^ compared the two organisms» While they found the 
two closely related serologically, they all found behavior in 
carbohydrate media an easy method of differentiation. Bact. 
puHorgm produced ^ s as well as acid fr^i certain carbohydrates, 
while the fowl typhoid organism produced acid only. Further, 
p?iT 1 orum was found to be strictly maltose-dextrin-d'olcitol 
negative, whi:j.e the other organism attacked these substances. 
Hadley, Elkins and Caldwell (1918) described Bact. pul-
JLVA tiLLU CUO J-w w j « H-o. y 
TTnhn and Valentine (1918) recorded acid production from xylose 
i as + or - . Mulsosy (1919) reported gas variable and acid pos-
I itive for xylose. Apparently the organism slaould be considered 
I as usually attacking sylose. 
The species has "been generally recognized as the specific 
i cause of "white diarrhoea" in young chicks. 
I 
} 
31 • Bacteriiaa (Salmonella) paratyphi Kayser. 
Synonymy: Bacterium paratyphi Type A Kayser, 1902; 
fBacillus paratyphoid A, Schottmller" Morgan, 1805; Bacillus 
I " 
I para typhosus A, Wilson, 1908; Bacillus paratyphosus h'inslow; 
I Sligler, Rothberg, 1919; Salmonella para-typhosus A, (Schot-
Imailer) Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Salmonella paratyphi 
I (Brion and Sayser) Bergey et al, 1925. 
!I?he term "paratyphosus A" has been variously accredited 
to Brion and Kayser (1902) and to Schottaniller (1901). The 
organism now commonly known under this name, was described by 
the above authors, but was not named by them. Kayser (1902) 
used for paratyphoid organisms (both A and B) the name Bacterium 
paratyphi. In 1904, he separated Bacterium paratyphi into 
types A and B, (Type A for the Brion and Kayser organism and 
tsro of Schottmuller*s organisms) on the basis of their action 
in litmus milk and on agglutination tests. Type A produced 
and maintained an acid reaction in milk, while Type B reverted 
in two weeks to an alkaline reaction. (Boycott (1906) and 
others have shomi that para A milk cultures eventually become 
alkaline). Keither type was able to attack lactose. 
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I 
i The organisms rtave been recognized as distinct and recog-
I 
I nizable species since the tisie of their first isolation. Sub-
! sequent authors working vrith subcult-ores of the original strains 
I and Tslth freshly isolated strains aave added inach to their char-
I acterization« Ford (1905) noted the inability of para A to at­
tack xylose and suggested this character for differentiation 
I from para 3. Harfllng and Ostenberg (1912) and SruEiwiede, Pratt 
! and Kohn (1916) also favored xylose fermentation for differen-
i tiation of the para B-enteritidiS'-cholerae suis types from 
1 
I para A types* Weiss and Rice (191Y) pointed out that para A 
j fails to attack inositol while para B produces acid and gas. 
1 
; The species is, at the present time, very clearly distinguished 
froE related species of the intermediate group. 
In order that the species night have a name in proper Latin 
fons^ Winslow, Kligler and Rothberg (1919) proposed Bacillus 
paratyphosua» It ^nld seesi, ho-sferer, that Kayser's noins, 
BacteriTJzrt paratyphi might be retained for the type A since it 
was applied to both species before they "were differentiated. 
This vfould be in accordance with the Botanical Rules of Uoiaen-
clatiire. (Article 47. 'Then a species or sub(S. vision of a 
species is divided into two or aiore gi^oups of the same nature, 
if one of the ti^o forias "syas distinguished or described earlier 
than the other, the name is retained for that fona.) 
32. BacteriTiis (SalEKmella) coltaabeuse Castellani. 
Synonymy: Bacillus coliimbensis Castellani, 1917; Sal-
monella colttmbensis (Cast.) Gfastellani and Chalmers, 1919. 
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I Gastellani first described this organism in 1905 under 
I the name Bacterium coliambense^ Later he decided it was iden-
; tical with Bact« schottinalleri hut upon subsequent isolations 
I and more carefiil study, he found it distinctly different from 
i the latter. He isolated it from cases clinically similar to 
i 
I typhoid but of medium severity. It gave distinctly negative 
i 
I tests -cTith typhoid serum, paratyphoid A serum and paratyphoid 
i B seruEi, Culturally it was lilce paratyphoid B« Ordinarily it 
j did not forment lactose, though sometimes it produced a very 
f 
slight amount of acid and gas. It is very probable that the 
I lactose might have been partially inverted on these occasions. 
It produced acid and gas from glucose, maltose, dulcitol, man-
nitol, arabinose, sorbitol, and salicin, but not from sucrose, 
raffinose, adonitol, inulin nor inositol. Its ability to fer­
ment salicin separates it from Bact. enteritidis, and its lack 
of ability to attack inositol, as -srell as its agglutination 
reactions separate it from Bact, schott^lleri* The organism 
is a completely described, distinct and apparently valid species• 
55. Bacterium (Salmonella) morgani (Winslow, Eligler, and 
Rothberg) Holland. 
Synonymy: Organism So.lj Morgan, 1906; Bacillus morgan 
Ho«l, Gastellani and Chalmers, 1910; Bacillus morgani Winslo^?, 
Sligler, Rothberg, 1919; Salmonella MorgaT?i Gastellani and 
Chalmers, 1919; Bacillus pseudo->EK?rgani Gastellani and Chal­
mers, 1919. 
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I Morgan (1906) first described this organism •whicli lie had 
i isolated from the stools from cases of summer diarrhoea in 
I infants. He described it (Organism Ho.!).) as a motile bacillus 
j closely resembling the hog cholera bacillus of HcPadjean, but 
I differing from the latter in its alkaline reaction on litmus 
I milk, its greater indol production and its failure to attack 
I 
I maltose, arabinose and dextrin. The monosaccharids were the 
! only carbohydrates which it t?as able to attack. Morgan felt 
BLXFV-rfXZuiLlV y.k N# V wXXwt. u 
[ t 
I logical significance in infant diarrhoea. 
I The organism has be^ repeatedly isolated from cases of 
I 
I diarrhoea in children (Lewis, 1911; Cox, Lewis and Glynn, 
; 19121 Pirie, 1917j Stewart, 1917; Zironi and Gapone, 1917; 
i Tribondeau and Pichet, 1916; Logan, 1916; Th^^tta, 1920; 
• Levine, Ajwani and Weldin, 1925; etc.) both motile and non-
1 
; berg (1919) concluded that "it constitutes a fairly definite 
i type of common oceur-rence in the human intestinal canal*^ and 
gave it the name Bacillus morgani. 
Holland (1920) placed it in the genus Bacterium. 
54. Bacterium (Salrionella) giumai (Castellani) Weldin and 
Levine. 
SynonTmy: Bacillus giumai Castellani, 1912; wesen-
bergus Giumai (Cast.) Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Salmonella 
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f 
I giimai (Castellani and Clialmers) Bergej efc a2 XS23. 
j 
I ?]iis organism described oy Castellani (1912) as a 
; rather rare cause of parenterlc fever in the tropics. lUhile 
i its cultural and morphological characters were not given in 
I 
; detail, they evidently were the saiae as those of the colon-
I 
j typhoid series -cifith -sfoich it was grouped- It was non-notile, 
! 
j did not liquefy gelatin or senim, produced indol, brought about 
! 
i an acid reaction folloiped by alkalinity in litmus milk and fer-
j isented a naaber of carbohydrates with acid and. gas, including 
I 
I glucose, maltose, destrin, arabinose, sorbitol, galactose, 
laevulose, salicin, and glycerol. Acid but not gas p2?o-
duced from lactose. Saccharose, dulcitol, mannitol, raffinose, 
adonitol, Inulin aad inositol were not fermented. 
Evidently the organism belongs in the Salmonella group. 
Its failure to attack mannitol places it in the 2Jorgan section 
but its greatfsrmsntativs ability adequately separates it 
from the 23organ bacillus. 
55. Baeterium (Sfllmnella) abortivo-equ'lm.im (Good and Corbett) 
Fitch. 
Synonymy; Bacillus abortivus equlnus Good and Corbett, 
1913; Bacillus abortus equi Meyer and Boemer, 1913; Bacillus 
abortivo~equinu3 Good and Corbett, 1916; Bacillus abortus 
eqn-imia TJeiss and Rice, 1917; Bacterium abortum-equi Holland, 
1920; Salmonella abortivo-'equina (Meyer and Boemer) Bergey 
et al, 1923; Salmonella abortus-equi (Meyer and Boemer) Bergey 
' et al, 1925. 
i Bie name Bacillus abortivus equirrum was given to tiie or-
I ganiss causing infectious' aljortion of man, by Good and Gorbett 
i 
! in 19155 Hejer and Boe2?ner in tlie sans jear proposed the name 
• i 
i 
; Bacillus abortus equl. Good and Corbett^s uszse^ hcarever, anti-
' •" "T II 
I 
I dates tiiat of Meyer and Boemer by sis nontiis. Th.sy were all 
! 'fforking •frith the same organism, an undoubted sieinbeir of the In-
1 
I tenaediate or Salisonella group• The morphological and cultural 
I " 
i characters tirere those of the organisiss of the colon-typhoid 
i 
! 
i series. Glucose, Esannitol, dulcitol, ^ lose were among the 
i sugars fereented i^ith acid and gas; lactose and sucrose -ircre 
I not attacked. Good and Corbett(1916) and Good and Smith (1916) 
; reported slight fermentation "Erith gas production in both lac-
i tose and sucrose. It is significant, ho^rever, that they also 
: found slight gas production in these sugars by Bacterium en-
! teritidis. -I'iils v/ould seem to indicate a probable partial in-
I 
! Tersicn of their disaccharids. So other author has reported 
i gas production for Bact* aborti7o-equl7n.TTn in these tro sugars. 
• Considerable cross-agglutination occurred with other members of 
the Salmonella group, especially vath Bact. enteritidis. 7/eiss 
i and Rice (1917) tested the organism in inositol and found it 
: non-gas-producing. 
Good and Corbett (1916) reduced the name from trinomial 
fom by changing it to Bacillus abortivo—equinus. Fitch (1920) 
placed it in the genus Bacteriusa. 
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56. Baeteritun (Salmonella) arcMbaldli (Castellani) Weldin 
and Lsvine. 
Synonyn^: Bacillus archibald Castellani, 1917; SftT?^nella 
ArcMbaldi (Cast,) Gastsllani and Chalmer-s, 191S; Ae-r-obactep 
arcjiibaldi (Castellani and Clialaer's) Bergey et al, 1S23. 
Siis organise vfas isolated from cases of paraentsric 
feves? and described bj ArcMbald (1912). Castellani (1917) 
gave it the name of Bacillus arcliibald (later changed to arch-" 
ibaldi)* It evidently resembled in its norpliological and cul­
tural cnaracters, tbs organisns of the colon-typnoid series* 
Castellani described it as Gram-negative bacillus not lique­
fying gelatin nor serua. In litsius milk, it produced acidity 
foilored by alkalinity. Glucose, saltose, dulcitol, inannitcl, 
and sorbitol were fermented i?it|s acid and gas, but lactose, 
s&ccliarose, raffinose and adonitol were not attacked^ It p2X>— 
duced indol and gave a positive Voges-Proskauer reaction* 
This last named property sets it apart from tlie other members 
of the Salsionslla group. Buchan (191C) has likeii'ise described 
organisms of the inter-aediate group giving the Yoges-Proskauer 
reaction. Althcu^ this type of organism is unusual they evi­
dently do exist and should, therefore, be recognized. IS'eldin 
and Levine (1923) placed it in the genus Bacteriua, subgenus 
Salsionella. 
37, Bacterium (SalEonella)" Eirsclifeldii nov. spec. 
Synonyiay; Paratyphoid C, Eirschfeld, 1916; Bacillus 
I parstyphosus C Macule and Bowen, 1919; SgTn^onella psratyphosiis 
C, CSLstellani and Ghalsers, 1919. 
TJnlenlmtli and Eutrner (190S) proposed tlie tern "paratyphosus 
I 
I C" for a race of bacilli found "bj then in pigs* Thej stated 
I that it "Bas culturally indistingiiishahle from. Baet* cholei^e 
suisj but was agglutinatively distinct from the latter and froEi 
the Gartner bacillus. However, Uhlenhuth and his school did 
not differentiate bet^^een 3a.ct* cholera.e suis and paratTphoid 
S» It is ispossible to say Yfitli ceyt&int^ -smether uhlenhuth 
and Hubner were using cholerae suis or para 3 strains for com­
parison and their organism laist be disca2;*ded as inadequately 
characterized although there is a possioiiity tjaat it nay ha-re 
been the sane as the organisn subsequently described by Hirsch-
feld. 
Hirschfeld (1916) isolated an orsarism from cases of enteric 
ferer in the Serbian aroy, -shich lie labelled "paratyphoid . 
tChis organisn, he considered distinct fro;n the laio-sn paratyphoid 
organis22s he ^ a.s isolating from cases of enterica. Dudgeon and 
XJrquhart (1921} working T/ith the original strain of nirschfeld* s 
bacillus and lAath a strain secured by thers I'iiich was sisilar 
in all respects to that of Hirschfeld, found theia to be 
culttirally indistinguishable froa para B, A^rglutinatively, 
hoTs-ever, they ^yere distinct frosi para 3, para A, the Gar-t^ner 
bacillus and the Ae3?tryclre bacillus, but serologically iden­
tical -s-ith cholerae suis* Haeikle iuid BOwen (1919) and 
Andrewes and Neaves (1921) li>ei?ise stated that 
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I "paratyphosus C Hir-sclifeld" is not agglutinated by para 3 serum, 
I but is serologically identical iTxtb. eholerae siiis* 
i ISackie and Botyen (131S), a?ea32?oeck (1920), and Andrewes 
I and Mave (1921) foimd para C distinctly separated frosi caolerae 
; stiis by its ability to rapidly feriiient dalditol and arabinose. 
Dudgeon and Urquiiart (1321) also fo'ond dirferences in ferment-
ability on these two carbobydrates for tiie two species* Andrewes 
and Heave (1321) as lyell as v»eiss and Kice (1917) foiaid para C 
inabie to attack inositol thas furnishing a cultiiral method of 
differentiating it froE para B. 
Tne information at hand, i^idicates that "sre have in para-
typhosus C Hlrsdifeld, a distinct and recognisable species. 
Since the tersi '•paratypiiosns (f' can hardly be considered scien­
tific, the name Bactes^i-ma Hirschfeldii is proposed in its place, 
nase to be atjplied to the organism origina2JLy isolated by 
Eirschfeld* It say be characterised as culturally identical 
Tsrith 3act» enteritidis (GSrtner), but diffeyizig from the latter 
by its agglutinative ability. 
38. Baeterius (Salmonella) veboda (Castellani) TTeldin and 
Levine• 
Synonyraj: Bacillus veboda,Castellani, 1817^ Salmonella 
veboda (Cast#) Castellani and Ghalners, 1319^ Sacillus Hil-
legodai Castellani, 19175 Satoonella Tlillegodai (Cast.) Castel­
lani and Chalmers. 1913. 
Castellani (1917) characterised this organisn as a motile 
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i 
I rod, Gram-negati'^e, not liquefying gelatine nor seru3ji, indol 
i 
i negative, producing acid and gas from a number of carboiiydrates 
I including glucose, inaltose, dextrin, dulcitol, raffinose, arab-
I inose, sorbitol, and inositol. Acid "but not gas -Rras produced 
i frcHn maimitol. Lactose, sucrose, adonitol, inulin and salicin 
I "ijere not attacked. Castellani and ChsLlmers (1919) included it 
i 
I in their genus Salmonella. 
Its partial fermentation of the alcohol yiannitol sets it 
apart from the rest of the organisms of the intermediate group. 
Cto this basis, althoiigh Castellan! is evidently the only author 
•who has described such a species, it is deemed worthy of recog­
nition. Yi-eldin and Levine (1923) included it in their sub­
genus SFjlT^onella of the genus Sacteriua* 
3 9, Bacterium (Salmonella) •gratareka (Castellani) Y/eldin and 
Levine. 
Synonymy: Bacillus "^tareka Castellani, 1917; Salmonella 
watareka (Castellani and Chalmers) Bergey et al, 1925. 
Castellani (1917) described this organism as a motile 
rod. Gram-negative, not liquefying gelatin nor serum, produc­
ing acid in litmus milk, prodacing indol, producing acid and 
gas frac a nomber of carbohydrates including glucose, maltose, 
dulcitol, mannitol, raffinose, arabinose, sorbitol and inositol. 
Lactose, sucrose, dextrin, adonitol, inulin and salicin v/ere 
not attacked. 
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' Tlie organise is evidently a nember of the intermediate 
I group. Its acid production v/itiiout reversion to alkalinity in 
i 
I liussis zailk allies it to the paratyphoid A organism. Its abil--
j ity to attack inositol and raffinose, sind to produce indol, 
i ^ 
i 
I however, distinctly separate it froin the "bacillus. Similar or-
i ganisBis have "been described by MacConkey (1905), Cathcart, 
i 
i (1S06), Morgan (1907) and Luvis (1911), 
r 
: reldin and Levine (1923) included it in their subgenus 
I 
j Salmonella of the genus Sacterim. 
1 
I 
i 
I 40. Bacterium (Saliaonella) woliniae (Castellani) ?^-eldin and 
i Levine. 
I 
i Synonynsy: Bacillus IfOliniae Castellani, 1917; Salmonella 
! 
i woliniae (Cast.) Castellani and Chalmers, 1919. 
Castellani (1917) described this organism as a motile rod, 
i Gpamr-negative, not liquefying gelatine nor serum, not producing 
indol, producing acid and gas from glucose, maltose and man-
nitol, acid, or acid and gas frcE galactose, and an acid or 
alkaline reaction in saccharose. Levulose, lactose, dulcitol, 
dextrin, raffinose, arabinose, adonitol, inulin, sorbitol, in­
ositol and salicin were not attacked. Litmus milk was made 
acid and sometimes reverted to alkalinity. 
The organism is distinctive by reason of its inability to 
attack levulose. On this accxrunt it is deemed \TOrthy of recog­
nition as a species. Weldin and Levine (1925) placed it in 
their subgenus Salmonella of the genus Bacterium. 
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41. Bactepiim (Salmonella) aaatum Rettger and Scoville. 
Synonymy: Bacteritm anatis Rettger and Scoville, 1919; 
iEaclierieliia sinata (Rettger) Sergey et al, 1923; Sa'^T^onella anatiua 
i (Eettger and Scoville) Sergey ^  al, 1925. 
! TMs organism was first described by Rettger and Scoville 
i 
j (1919) Tinder the name of Bacteriiagi anatis. Tliis naiue had to be 
! 
i discarded because it had been previously used by Comil and 
IToupet (1888) for an organism reseinbling or identical ^fith 
( 
} Paste-gpella aviseptica. Accordingly they changed it (1320) to 
I Bacterim anatum* The organism icras isolated from an intestinal 
i disease o? ducklings Imomi as "keel®. Its morphological and 
I 
I cultural characters showed it to be a member of the colon-
i 
! typhoid series. Litmus milk ms made acid and then changed to 
i 
: alkalinity. A naaber of carbohy^ates vtes»e fermented with acid 
i and gas production including glucose, deztrin, arabinose, dul-
: citOx, inositol J and lusnnxtol. r:aC'tO'S3^ sucrose y in~ 
i iilin, raffinose, adonitol and salicin were not fermented. The 
i organism is evidently a member of the Salmonella group, -
closely resembling Bact. schottssilleri. Its agglutination re­
actions likewise link it to this bacillus. T7ork done at this 
laboratory (results not yet published) shoTsr that the tr/o or­
ganisms inay be differentiated by means of the a^glutinin-ab-
sorption test. 
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j Species of the Subgenus BTsertlaella 
i 
I 42. Bacterium (Bberthella) typlii (Schroeter) Chester• 
Syaonymy; Bacillus typhosus Eberth, Zopf, 1885; Bacillus 
I typhi ahdOTninalis Flugge, 1886; Bacillus typhi (Eberth, Gaffky) 
I SchDoeter, 1889; Vibrio typhosus Trevisan, 1889; Eberthos 
I typhosus (Eberth) Castellani and Chalciers, 1919; i^cterium 
i typhosma (Sberth-Gaffky) Holland, 1920; Eberthella typiii (Sberth-
i Gaffky) Castellani and Chalmers, Bergey et al, 1925; Bberthella 
i 
I typhi (Schr&ter). Buchanan, Bergey al, 1925; Microeocgas 
I Ileotyphi Trevisan, 1879; Bacillus tjrphosus Elebs, 1831; Hikro-
( 
I koldois typhi abdornlnalis Letzerich, 1881; not Hetallacter 
1 Ileotyphi xrevisan, 1S82. 
I Sberth (1880) is conmonly credited as being the first 
j to d^ohstrate the presence in the body of typhoid cadavers, of 
; the organism now knowi to be the cause of the disease- The oi»-
I gfl-n-f sm was first isolated by Gaffky in 1884,. neither author 
gave to the bacillus any specific nasie» Eberth (1880) recorded 
i finding in some cells " sporenahnlieher Korperchen" and Gaffky 
(1884) definitely described the organism as foi-ming spores which 
were particularly abundant on potato cultures gro^ at 30 to 42^C. 
Otherwise their descriptions, though brief, were "typical of the 
typhoid bacillus. Subsequent investigators believed Eberth and 
Gaffky to have been mistaken as to the presence of spores* 
Sternberg (1892) said, "Spherical or oval refractive granules 
are often seen at the extremities of the rods, especially in 
potato cultures kept in the incubating oven; these are not re-
i producti-re spo2»es, as -was at first supposed." 
2opf (1S85) called the organism Bacillus tsrphosTis Eherth. 
I This name, hovrever, cannot he considered valid, since Bacillus 
I 
j typhosus had been pre-riously used by Klebs (1881) Tor an or-
I 
IganisEi •ffhich was described as threads sometimes 50 microns long 
I I 
I and was unquestionably a spore fonaer* Trevisan (1879) used 
i 
I 
I the name Micrococcus Ileotyphi for an organism supposedly the 
i 
i cause of abdominal typhoid. His description was too b^ief 
! 
I for any possible recognition of the organism. In 1882, he 
I transferred the species to the genus Metallacter. Judging from 
jhis discussion, he considered his organism identical with Klebs* 
I 
Bacillus typhosus. In his I Generi e le Specie delle Baciteriacee 
18BS, we find the following: 
"Bacillus Klebsii Trev., 1885 {Bacillus typhosxis Klebs, 
1381} - Baeillo della necrosi intestinale - , and ftirther: 
"7ibrio typhosus Trev. (Bacillus typhosus Sbeirth, 1SSQ)» 
Anaerobio facoltativo - Hon liquefa la gelatina." 
Letzerich (1881) used the name Mikrokokkus typhi abdom^ 
inalis for an organism ?/hich, as described in the body of his 
article, might have been the typhoid bacillus. In a "Hachscrift" 
however, he recorded finding long spore forming filaments and 
condluded his organism to be identical v/ith Klebs* Bacillus 
typhosus which had been described some months previously. 
Flugge (1886) used the term Bacillus typhi abdominalis. He 
referred to both Sberth and Klebs organisms. His name, being a 
trinomial, should be rejected* 
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ScJiPoeter (1889) used tlie term Bacill-us typhi for Eberth 
and (Jaffky's organism The term typhis thus appears to be the 
valid specific name for the organism. Since Schroeter's des­
cription was not based upon experimental m>rk, he naturally 
followed Gaffky in ascribing spore formation to the organism. 
Sternberg (1892) as has been indicated above, described the or­
ganism as a non-s?ors~fo2^er. He used the name Bacillus typhi 
abdomlnalis. Chester (1897) first c^led the organism Bacterium 
typhi. The valid name for the typhoid bacillus thus appears to 
be Bacterium typhi (Sch2?oeter) Chester. 
5;he organism has been csirefully studied by subsequent in­
vestigators and its cultural, biochemical and serological cha3?-
acters fully determined. ?/inslo«, Sligler and Rothberg, (1919) 
gave a compact and acctirate summary of its characters under* the 
name Bacillus ty^osus (Scpf.)* 
43. Bacterium (Sberthella) pyogenes Migula. 
f 
Synonyii^y: Bacillus pyogenes foetidua Passet, lS85i Lan-
koides pyogerais foetidus (Passet) Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; 
Bacterium pyogenes-foetidum (Passet) Holland, 1920; Sberthella 
pyogenes (Passet) Sergey 192S; Eberthella pyogenes (Mig-
ula) Bergey ^  al, 1925. 
Passet (1885) isolated this o2»ganism from a rectal 
abscess. He named it Bacillus pyogenes foetidus and described 
it as a small, motile rod T/ith rounded ends. Its growth on 
ordinary laboratory media was typical of the colon-typhoid or-
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ganisTns • J^cConkey (1905) obtained, a subculture of the or-
ganiani from S?dl and found it able to produce acid from glucose, 
levulose, galactose, maltose, arabinose, raffinose, lactose, 
sucrose, siannitol, sorbitol, dulcitol, and dextrin. Castellani 
(1912) added to its description the ability to produce indol« 
The organism is evidently a seinber of the subgenus Eber-
thella, characterized by its ability to produce acid, in an ex­
ceptionally large nissber (for this subgroup) of carbohydrates. 
Mgala (1900) reduced the nane to binosdal form, calling it 
Bacteri-ggi pyogenes^ 
44. BacteriuS (Sberthella) belfastiensis («ilson) Weldin and 
Levine« 
Syaonyay: Bacillus Belfastiensis II and. V, ?/ilson, 1908; 
Eberthella belfastignsis (Wilson) Bergey et a2, 1923. 
"Wilson (1908) described tmder the name Bacillus Belfast-
iensis H, an organism isolated by ^ir (1906) froE the urine 
of a case of cystitis. Mair had not completely described nor 
had he named the bacillus. The organism was a Eotile bacillus, 
non-sporing bacillus. Gram-negative, producing a greyish-tsrhite 
growth on agar and uniform tiirbidity in broth. Gelatin 'jjas not 
liquefied. Ho gas was produced in glucose. Indol "cms formed. 
Acid was produced in glucose, levolose, maltose, lactose, suc­
rose, mannitol- glycerin, arabinose, raffinose, and sorbitol. 
Dulcitol, glycol, adonitol, erythritol, salicin, dextrin and 
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I in 'vyere not attacked. Acid xvas p3?oduced in litmos milk, 
j A siHilap organisa, Belfastiensis isolated oj wilson 
i f2»02i urine, differed from the preceding by fermenting salicin 
I and dextrin, bj not attacking sorbitol nor glycerin, and by not 
i producing indol. The tero organises ;vill be considered for the 
I present, as a single species xrit'a tsiro varieties, the first haT-
ing the characters listed for belfastiensis II and the second, 
those for Belfastiensis 7. 
i The species conforcis to the characters given for the sub-
I 
> 
I genus Eberthella> It is clearly differentiated froia the typhoid 
j bacillus by its acid production in lactose and sucrose. T7eldin 
I and Levine (1923) included it in their siib^eims Eberthella of 
{ 
1 
; the genus Sacteriuzi. 
I 
45. Sacteriua (Eberthella) lev/Isi ^S'eldin and Levine. 
i Synonyiay: Organism B32> Lewis, 1911 • 
Le^is (1911) described an organisn isolated from the 
; faeces of a normal child, as a non-chronogenic. Grain-negative, 
motile bacillus, not liquefying gelatin, not producing indol 
and malring litmus milk alkaline. Of a list of 17 carbohydrates 
studies, including glucose, levulose, galactose, mannose, rsalt-
ose, lactose, sucrose and mannitol, only one was attacked, name­
ly glucose ^rith acid production. 
The fact that an organism exists of such weak fermenta­
tive ability that it is able to attack only a single sugar, 
would seem to be sufficient reason for it*s recognition as a 
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species- TTeldin ana Levine (1923) created for this organise, 
Tsrliich Lewis designated as B02, the name Baoteritiis le'vyisi> -Ihej 
included it in tlieir subgenus Sberthella» 
46. Sacterium (Eberthella) kandiensis (Castellani) Weldin 
and Levine • 
Synonymjr: Bacillus kandiensis Castellani, 1912; Sberthus 
kandiensis Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Sberthella kandiensis 
Bergey et al, 1923. 
Castellani (1912) described this organism as a isDtile rod, 
Grasr-negative, not liquefying gelatin nor seran, not producing 
indol, snd giving s.cid reaction litisiis ^ ^ollo^^ed by 
alkalinity. Acid but no gas •©•as produced from glucose, inan-
nitol, adonitol, inositol and sometimes (in slight amounts) 
f3?oiii sucrose. Lactose, dulcitol, inaltose, de2±rin, raffinose, 
arabinose, inulin, sorbitol, and salicin \?ere not attacked-
^Phe orgar.isE^ i?as cor^idered to be ordinarily non-pathogenic, 
but, tinder special conditions, it sight becone pathogenic caus­
ing a type of parenteric fever. 
The bacillus as described, resembles the typhoid organism, 
differing from it by its action on some of the carbohydrates, 
particularly inositol, sucrose, maltose and dextrin. Weldin 
and Levine (1923) included it in their siibgenus Sberthella of 
the genus Bacterium. 
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47. Bacteri'aa (Eb^rtliella) bentotensis {Castellani} Feldin 
and Levine. 
Synonymy; Baelllua bentotensis Cast., 1912: Dysenter-
oides bentotensis (Cast.) Castellani sind Ghalners, 1919; Eber-
tliella bentotensis (Cast, and CThalm.) Bergej et al, 1923; j?.ber~ 
tliella bentotensis (Cast* and Clbaln*) Bergey ^  al, 1925. 
Tills organism TTas described bj Castellani (1912) as a 
motile, Gpajn-negative 2»od, producing .indol, not liquefying gel­
atin nor serus, and giving an acid reaction in litnais mill-r. 
Acid, but not gas. was produced frois :^lv.cose\ rnaltose, lactose, 
sucrose, dulcitol, raffinose, inositol, salicin, and g?.7cerin« 
lannitol, dertrin, a2?abinose, adonitol, iniilin and sorbitol 
were not attacked. 
It differs from Bact. typhi in its ability to produce 
acid from lactose and f2?Oin ^ct-o belfastiensis and Baet* pyog­
enes in not attaclcing mnnitol> ai»abinose or deztrin. It ms 
included by Weldin and Lerine {1925} in their subgerais Sber-
thella of the genus Bacteriua. 
48. Bacteriupi (Eberthella) talavensis (Castellani) "/eldin 
and Levine* 
Synonymy: Bacillus talavensis Castellani, 1912; Bberthus 
talavensis (Cast.) Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Eberthella 
talavensis Cast, and Chain., B.ergey ^  a2, 1925. 
Shis organism as describ^sd by Castellani (1912) differed 
from Bacterium kandiensls (Cast.)(v/hich see) by its production 
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of indol, production of acid froa salicin, and inability to 
attack mannitol, adonitol, isodulcitol, and erythritol. It 
was listed as one of a nnsicer of species which arc the causal 
agents of enteroidea» 
V/eldin and Levine (1923) placed it in their snhgcniis 
Eberthella of the gemis Bacter5.iga« 
4 9. Bacteritd (Sberthella) priztraitzi (Castellan!) Weldin 
and Levine* 
Synonymy: Saclllus pritnitzi Castellani, 1917; Hberthos 
priztnitzi (Cast.) Castellani and Chalmers, 1919; Sbertlms 
pristnit^i (Gast«j Castellani and Chalmers^ 1920; Bacteri-gai 
pristnitzi Weldin and Le-dne, 1923. 
Castellani (1917) described this organism as a isotile rod, 
(^aia~negative, not liquefying gelatin or serum, indol production 
negative^ and producing acid in litsms inilk. It produced acid 
but not gas froas glucose, inaltose, inulin, salicin and dextrin. 
Lactose, sucrose, dulcitol, nannitol, raffinose, arabinose, 
adonitol, sorbitol and inositol Tsrere not attacked. It -ms the 
causal organism of sorae cases of x's^'-teric fever. 
The organism resembles Bacteriusi typhi very closely, dif­
fering in its action on mannitol, sorbitol, inulin and salicin. 
Weldin and Levine (1923) included it in thsir subgenus B'oer-
thella of the genus Bacteriign, 
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i 
i Species of the Subgenus SMgella 
i 
I 5.01 Bacterium (Shigella) sMgae (Chester) Holland. 
i Synonymy: Bacillus of Japanese dysenteiy, Shiga, 1898; 
i 
! Bacillus Shigae Chester, 1901; Bacillus dysenteriae Shiga, Frost, 
1903; Bacillus dysentericus (Shiga-Sruse) Ruffer and Willmore, 
1909; Bacterium dysenteriae (Shiga-Eruse) LeBlaye and Guggen­
heim, 1914; Shigella dysenteriae (Shiga-Kruse) Castellani and 
' Chalsiers, 1919; Sberthella dysenteriae Cast, snd Chain., Bergey 
et al, 1925; Ebearfchella dysenteriae (Shiga) Bergey et al, 1925; 
not Bacillus dysenteriae liquefaciens Sruse, 1896; Bacteriuia 
dysenteriae liquefaciens (Ogata) Chester, 1897; Bacillus dysen­
teriae (Kruse) Higula, 1900. 
Shiga (1898) first isolated this organism from cases of 
dysentery in Japan• He described it as a Gram-negative, non-
spore-forming rod, very similar to the typhoid bacillus. He 
considered it as being motile, but Sruse (1900) and all later 
observers agree that it is non-motile. Its growth on agar, 
gelatine and potato was like that of the typhoid organism. 
Gelatine was not liquefied, milk was not coagulated, indol i^as 
not produced and no gas was formed from glucose. Subsequent 
investigators have, sho-sn it to produce acid from glucose, 
levulose, and galactose, but not from lactose, sucrose, man-
nitol, dulcitol, xylose, raffinose, rhamnose, arabinose, 
maltose, salicin, inulin, inositol nor sorbitol. 
The name Bacillus shigae was created for it by Chester 
(1901). Holland (1920) changed the name to Bacterium shigae. 
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i The specific name dysenteriae Tshich has "been used by many 
i 
I investigators for Shiga*s organism, cannot be allowed, since 
i it was first used by Migula (1900) for an entirely different 
; organism isolated by Ogata (1892). Ogata* s organism as des-
1 cribed by Fliigge (1396) tmder the name Bacillus dysenteriae 
I liquefaciens ft'as Gram-positive and liquefied gelatin. It was 
I evidently not a member of the colon-typhoid series. 
51. Bacterium (sMgella) gallinarum. 
Synonymy: Bacillus gallinarum Slein, iS89| Bacterium 
sanguinarium Moore, 1895; Bacterium gallinarum Chester, 1897; 
Bacillus sangu.inarium Krumwiede, Kohn, Valentine, 1918; Bact­
erium jeffersoni Hadley, Elkins, Caldwell, 1918; Bacillujs jef-
fersoni (H., B. and C.) Winslow, Kligler, Rothberg, 1919; Eber-
thella sang^inaria (Hoore) Bergey ^  al, 1923; Eberthella jef-
fersonii (Hadley) Bergey efc al, 1925. 
Blein (1889) described an organism isolated from a disease 
of hens as a Gram-negative, non-motile, non-spore-forming bacil­
lus. He named it Bacillus gallinarum. Its cultural characters 
^rere similar to those of the organisms of the colon-typhoid 
series. 
In 1895, Moore isolated an organism from diseased hens 
which he called Bacterium sanguinarium. This organism -eras able 
to produce acid from glucose, but no gas. Lactose and sucrose 
neve not attacked. Its morphological and cultural characters 
•cyere typical of the colon-typhoid group. Hadley, Elkins and 
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Caldwell (1918) cosrpared this organism -Erit]! a strain of Klein's 
organism secured "by them from Europe and found them identical 
"both culturally and agglutinatively* St. John-Brooks and Rhodes 
(1925) found an organism labelled B« gallinarum Klein which 
they had secured from Krdl, identical ctilturally and agglutin-
atively with a strain of B« sangalnarium Moore received from 
Dr. Chas. KrumsTiede. Apparently the organism imder discussion 
should be designated by the name Bacterium gallinartan (Klein). 
The organism has been carefully studied by a nxcsber of in­
vestigators, and its cultural reactions and serological rela­
tions clearly defined. It may be differentiated from Bact. 
pnl T orum, the cause of white diarrhoea in chicks by its inabil­
ity to form gas from carbohydrate. (See Bacterium pulloznrg). 
Its non-motility and ability to produce acid from mannitol 
place it in the Plezner section of the subgenus Shigella» 
Bacterium j effersoni. Hadley, Slkins, Caldareli. 
Hadley, Elkins and Caldwell (191S) named and described 
this organism which had been'isolated in 1909 from a cholera­
like epidemic occurring among poultry. Later work seemed to 
show a relation to "fowl typhoid". The organism "was described 
as a Gram-negative, non-motile rod, which very slowly alkalined 
litunis milk, did not produce indol or H2S and fermented a num­
ber of carbohydrates •syith acid but no gas, including dextrose, 
mannose, zylose, arabinose, maltose, dextrin, dulcitol and man­
nitol, Lactose, raffinose, inulin, adonitol, eiythritol, and 
salicin -cirere not attacked. Agglutination tests sho-ared only a 
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i sli^t antigenic relation witiL fowl-typiioid strains. The 
• I 
! homologous antigen was, likewise, only slightly agglutinated, 
St. John-3rooks and Rhodes (1923), 'oy plotting a culture 
i of Bact« jeffersoni Eadley and picking off smooth colonies 
I secured a strain whose antiserum agglutinated 3act> gallinanigi 
I to full titre (1-6400)» Biochemically Jeffersoni is identicfiOL f . 
I with gallinarum. 
t 
I Bact« jeffersoni will be considered here as a synojaym 
I of Bact« gallisarum (Elein). 
I ! 
I £2^ Bacterixnii (Shigella) paradysenteriae (Collins), 
i Synonymy: Bacill'?^^- dysenteriae Flezner type. Strong 
I t3rp«, T t3T3e; Bacillus paradysenteriae Collins, 1905; Shigella 
I 
dysenteriae (Flesmer)(Hiss and Russell)(Strong) Castellan! and 
Chalmers, 1919; Bacillus fle^sieri Levine, 1920; Bacterium 
1 dysenteriae (Plexner) Holland, 1920; Bacterium (Bberthella) 
I flft-imeri Weldin and Le"5-ine, 1925; Eberthella paradysenteriae 
(Flexner)(Hiss)(Strong) Bergey et al, 1925; Sberthella para­
dysenteriae (Collins) Bergey et al, 1925. 
In March, 1900 Plexner isolated from cases of dysentery 
an organism isrhich.he believed to be the cause of the disease 
and v/hich has since been conEzionly designated as Bacillus 
dysenteriae Flesner- Shiga had previously (1898) isolated a 
dysentery organism. At first both Flexner and Shiga believed 
these organisms were identical. In May, 1900, Strong found 
a dysentery organism which showed variations from the others 
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i 
and whicb. lias since bom" his name# Xmse (1900) described a 
dysentery bacillus which -aras identical \7ith that of Shiga, 
Three years later Hiss and Russell described still another 
1 1 
! type. To this, the terms, "bacillus Y", "Hiss" and "Hiss and 
i 
Russell" have be^ varioTisly applied. 
Strong in Forscheimer's iTherapeusis of internal Disease 
(1917) gives a comprehensive historical review of the systeiaatic 
uork done with the dysentery organisms. The four types have 
been shotm to differ from each other by agglutination and ag­
glutinin absorption tests, as trell sis by their fermentation 
reactions on certain carbohydrates. The Shiga type differs 
frcci the other three (Flexner - Strong - Hiss, Sasssll) by 
its lack of fermentation of a niaaber of carbohydrates, man-
nit ol being ordinarily the one used for differentiation. The 
ma rm-^ -hQi «.f'QyTnf>r>-r,-i dysentery organisms agree not being 
able to attack xylose or lactose, but differ in their behavior 
to^rards maltose and sucrose as follows: 
Flesner type, maltose, acid; sucrose, negative; Strong 
type, maltose, negative; sucrose, acid; Hiss and Russell 
type, maltose and sucrose, negative. 
Some bacteriologists regard these three as distinct species; 
others, as one species, '.sfith three varieties. The writer will 
consider them as one species, for the present. 
^ ^ ^ ^ O r» O JUJU j-LCUilO .4.c*0 ^  J, J J, uxxCoO 
organisms is not valid, since' it was previously used by 
Mgula (1900) for another species. (See Bactez^ium shigae). 
- Ill ~ 
Collins (1905) used the tem Bacillus paradysenteriae. Slie 
i said, ''The term paradysentery is applied to the types -which 
I fement mannite and differ in their agglutination reaction, 
I 
I cut in all other respects correspond to the organism isolated 
1 
I "by Shiga as the cause of dysentery." 
I 
I There vss.j be soise question as to -shether this was a proper 
! • j diagnosis of the name. It will be accepted here, however, as 
valid. Levine {1920} used the nase Bacillus flezneri to in­
clude both the Flesner and Y types. 
I 
&S. BacteriuH (Shigella) ceylonensis (Castellani). 
Synon^iay: Bacillus ceylanensis B Cast,, 1S07; Bacillus 
I ceylonensis B Cast., 1912; Bacillus madaiapensis Cast., 1912; 
Bacill-gs dispar Andrews, 1918; Lai^oides Ceylonensis B (Cast.) 
Cfestellani and Chalmers, 1919; Lanlroides Tnadampensis (Cast.) 
Castellanl and Chalmers, 1919; Bacteriuia (Eberthella) dispar 
Weldin and Le-^ine, 1923; Eberthella dispar (Andrews) Bergey 
et al,- 1925. 
Castellani (1907) described a non-aotile. Gram-negative 
"bacillus Tshose cult-oral characters i?ere similar to those of 
members of the colontyphoid series. Acid but no gas "^as pro­
duced froEi glucose, sucrose, mannitol, dulcitol, maltose and 
lactose. Mill!: w&s acidified and clotted. IThe organism -sjas 
pathogenic for guinea pigs and rabbits. Castellani named the 
organism Bacillus ceylanensis, (spelled ceylonensis in all sub­
sequent descriptions), in 1912 he described under the name 
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Bacilltis aadaispeiisis J a bacilliis "lyhieli differed from eeylonensis 
uj not attacking dulcitol. 
Andre-s (ISIS) proposed tlie naaie Bacillus dispor for all 
lactose-fsmenting menibeps of tiie dysentery gronp, of eleven 
strans 7?iiioh he had isolated and studied, all fermented 
glucose, 22altose and usarsnitol, six fersiented sucrose, and two 
dTilcitol, Indol formation was variable. Milk: -sras acidified 
.and e-ventuallj clotted. They resembled 3act« aVK-fllescens in 
their relation to specific Flexner serum* Levine (1920) 
studied eleven strains and added sucrose, xylose and raffinose 
to the list of carbohydrates attacked. Ueldin and Levine 
(1923) included the species in their subgenus Sberthella of 
the genus Bacteriuzs. 
Andretrs organisms tirere similar to either ceylonensis or 
Tnadanpensis of Castellani. iThese two species day be combined 
as oaie "S'ith dulcitol fermentation variable, under the name 
ceylonensis which has priority over aikalescens Andrews. 
54• Bacteri-jgi (Shigella) rettgeri Hadley, Slkins, Caldwell. 
Synonycsy: Bacillus rettgerei St. John-Brooks and Rhodes, 
1923; gberthella rettgeri (Hadley) Bergey,et al, 1923. 
This organism was isolated by Hettger in 1909 from an 
epidemic in chickens, resembling foT^^l cholera. Its characters 
;i7ere studied in detail by Hadley, Elkins and CaldTsrell (1918) 
named it Bacteriiga rettgerei. It was a short, non-sotile. 
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i 
1 G2?a2D-negative rod,, staining with aniline dyes and not exhibit-
- I 
j ing peripheral nor bipolar staining. It ^owed no distinctive 
I characters on ordina2>y laboratory laedia. Litems ssilk was made 
I alkaliney. becoming translucent. Indol was not formed^," Acid 
i was produced from glucose, mannose, xylose, adonitol, laannitol 
! 
I and salicin,. but not fvom arabinose, raffinose,. sucrose, lac-
I 
i tose,. !22altose, dextrin, inulin,. dulcitol or erythritol.. j 
The ability to attack mannitol places the organism in the 
j Flexner group of the subgenus Shigella*. It may be differen-
I 
I tiated from 3act- gsLllinarum by its action on litnais milk and 
I in dulcitol and salicin». J 
i 
i 
1 
: 
i 5 5,. Bacterium (Shigella) luna-yensis (Gastellani) Weldin and 
SyttonjEy: Bacillus lunavensis Castellsni, 1912; Shigella 
: Itmavgnsis (Cast-) Gastellani and Chalmers, 1919^ 
I This organism was described by Gastellani (1912) as a 
I non-motile rod,. Gram-negative, producing indol and not licue-
: fying gelatine or serum^ Acid was produced froin glucose, 
i 
; sucrose, maltose, dextrin, and arabinose,. lActose,. dulcitol, 
mannitol, raffinose,. adonitol, iniilin, sorbitol, inositol and 
I 
salicin -syere not attacked.. The organism is similar to Baoter-
: ium shigae in not fermenting mannitol, but differs in its pro­
duction of indol and fermentation of sucrose, arabinose, and 
dextrin.-
Weldin and Levine (1923) included it in their subgenus 
Eberthella of the genus Bacterium. 
*St .John-Brooks and Rhodes (1923) reported it as forming indol. 
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I 56. Bacteriuni (SMgella) aoimel V/eldin and Levine* 
! ; Group III of Sonne (1915); Bacillus of Sonne, 
i 1919j Bacillus dysenteriae Sonne, Smitii, J*, 1924. 
i 
I Sonne (1915) studied a large series of organisms from 
i 
I faeces and urine of dysentery patients. These organisms were 
I 
I non-motile and glucose and inannitol fermenters (acid only). 
One type (G3?oup III), "BrMcb. was more alsundant than all the 
rest, did not produce indol, made litmus milk acid, and fer­
mented maltose, sucrose, rhamnose, and usually dextrin. Ag­
glutination reactions sto-sred no relation to other groups of 
dysentery "bacilli, 
Thj<^tta (1919) confirmed Sonnets conclusions as to the 
existence of a serologicsllj distinct group of dysentery or­
ganisms. He proposed three gr-oups of dysentery bacilli; 
Group I, The Shiga type; Group II, Flezner, Strong and Y type; 
and Group III- the <S?cftip III of Sonne. He characterized the 
latter briefly as serologically specific producing large un­
even colonies, fermenting msnnitol, maltose, and saccharose 
-cTith aoid, not producing indol. 
Weldin smd Levine (1923) used the name Bacterium sonnei 
for the species, placing in their subgenus Eberthella. 
5'V» Bacterium (Shigella) scliaaitzii Weldin and Levine. 
Synonyw: Schmitz bacillus, Schmitz, 1917; iSacillus 
fltnihigaus Andrews, 1918; Bacillus dysenteriae ••Schmitz" , iitrray 
1918; Eberthella aabigua (Andre'fi^) Bergey et al, 1925; not 
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! 
I Bacteritga agfoiguma Chester, 1899. 
Scl2nitz (1917) isolated from a number of cases of dysen­
tery, an crganisa -syliicli lie called tlie Scimitz Bacillus. It 
I was similar to tlie Shiga bacillus, "but differed from it in be­
ing able to produce indol. Mannitol, lactose, sucrose and 
I inaltose were not attacked. Andrews (1918) described an or-
j 
j ganisE xtnder the name Bacillus aiabiguus, which did not differ 
-I 
I in any significant "ssay from the Schiaitz bacillus. Murray 
i (191S) cams to the conclusion that Aisirews* and Schmitz' or-
I 
I ganisms •^rere identical. Levine (1920) reporting on five strains 
i 
i (designated as B. aabiguus and sectired from Andrews) found none 
1 able to fei'msnt mannitol, lactose, glycerol, destrin, dalcitol, 
I sucrose, xylose, or dextrin. Acid VTSLS produced from rhamnose, 
I by all, and indol 'afas produced. These last two properties 
served to differentiate the organism from Sacte shigae. 
Bacterium ambiguum cannot be used as the name of this 
1 - -
! 
! species, since this name was applied by Chester (18S9) for a 
motile, gelatin-liquefying, non-acid-prcducing oz^ganisra. li?el-
din and Lerine (1923) used the term Bacterium schmitzii. They 
placed the organism in their subgenus Eberthella, 
58, Bacterium (Shigella) alkalescens (Andrews) Weldin and 
Lerine. 
Synonymy: Bacillus alkalescens lndre?/s, 1913; Sberthella 
alkalescens {Aj:^ews) Sergey et al, 1923. 
Andre^ys (1918) isolated this organism from the stools of 
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patients and named it Bacillus alkalescens • He described it 
as producing acid from glucose, maltose, m-nnitol and dalcitol 
"out not fron lactose nop sacclmrose. Indol -was formed* Lit-
EKis milk \vas made strongly alkaline in reaction. Levine (1920) 
studying twelve strains of 3act> alkalescens added glycerol, 
sylose, and rksjonose to the list of carboljydrates fermented 
•Eltli acid. Raffinose and dextrin were not fermented, 
xlie organism was placed "by r/eldin and Le'srins (1923) in 
tlie genua Bacterixca, subgenus Ebertliella. 
59. Bacterium (Shigella) pfaffi Hadley, Slkins, Cald^?ell. 
Synonyoy: Bacillus pfaffi St. Jolm-Brooks and Riiodes, 
1923; Sberthella pfaffi (Hadley) Bergey ^  al, 1923. 
Eadley, Blkins and Caldvsrell (1918) studied an organissi 
secured from tlie Sral Laboratory, Ti?here it ^?as kno^i as the 
bacillus of "Kanarienv&geiseuche (Pfoff)". They named it 
Bacterium pfaffi. It ivas found to be a Orasn-negatiTe, non-
•s-
Eiotile rod , stainir^ well ^ th aniline dyes but not giving 
either peripheral or bipolar staining. Gelatine vras not lique­
fied. Litsms milk -sras unchanged. Indol and EgS were not 
formed. In its fermentation reactions it differed fron Bact. 
gallir-araiE in producing acid frc^ salicin and failing to at­
tack dulcitol. It differed from Bact. rettgeri by its acid 
^t•John—Brooks and Ehodes (1923) "arorking v/ith an organism 
seci:red from Eral and labelled B. der Sanarienvogelseuche 
(Pfoff), found it to be sluggishly motile, and producing alk­
alinity in litmus 2iilk, 
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! production from arabino-se, maltose, and dextrin, and its in-
i abilitj to attack inulin and adonitol* 
i I 
1 
60. Bacterium (Shiscella) equi (Magnusson) Weldin and Levlne. 
I Synons^iy: Bactsriun viscosuE: ©qui Katmasson, 1313. 
i — { 
I Tiiis organism, the cause of "joint ill" in foals, was 
i 
I described by Magnusson (1919) under the name Bacterium vis-
! " 
I CO sum equi« It was described as a small, oval. Gram-negative, 
I non-motile bacillus, jshich made all liquid media in which it 
! was grown, slimy or ropy, ailthou^ no capsules could be demon-
I strated. It fermented with acid production, glucose, lactose, 
1 
I sucrose, maltose, raffinose, maonitol and galactose, but did 
i not attack arabinose, rhamnose, adonitol, and dulcitol. Gas 
I ms not formed from any carbohydrate. 
53ie organism is evidently a valid species of the genus 
I Bacterium* Weldin smd Levine (1923) included it under the 
I name Bacterium equi in their subgenus Bberthella. 
61- Bacterium (Alealigenes) alcalig;enes (Petrusehky) Lehmann 
; and Neumann. 
Synonymy: Bacillus faecalis alealigenes Petrusehky, 
1896; Bacterium faecalig alealigenes (Petrusehky) Chester, 1897 
Bacillus alealigenes (Petrusehky) Migala, 1900: Baeterium 
alealigenes (Petrusehky) Lehraann and Neumann, 1901; Alealigenes 
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j 
jfaeealls alkaligenes (Petpuschky) Castellani aiid Chalmers, 1919; 
lAlcaligenes fecalis (Petruschky) Castellani and Chalmers, Sergey | 
Iet alj 1923, I 
I Petruschky"(1896) first described this organism undsp the I 
I I jname Bacillus faecalis alcaligenes« He isolated it from typhoid j 
stools and from spoiled beer. According to his description | 
J 
I 
the organism morphologically resembled the typhoid• bacillizs. j 
( 
It Tffas a Gram-negative, motile rod. It did not liquefy gelatin, j 
;gave a negative Indol reaction, and did not produce acid or gas | 
i • i 
I in sugar media. A strong alkaline reaction was produced in 
i ! 
I milk.. It did not agglutinate with typhoid serum. The organism 
I ' ' 
i has been isolated and studied by many subsequent investigators i 
i but little of significant differential value has been added to i 
i ' 
i its description. It has been found to be uniformly negative, ^ 
I both as to acid and gas production, on all carbohydrates tested. I 
J i 
Migula (1900) reduced the name to binomial form. Chester I 
I (1897) had placed it in the genus Bacterium but had used the 
1 trinomial name. Lehmann and Heumann (1901) must, therefore, 
i be given priority for the name Bacteri-um alcaligenes. | 
62. Bacterium (Alcaligenes) bookeri (Ford) ! 
Synonymy: Bacillus A, Booker, 1887| Bacillus Bookeri 
; Pord, 1905; Alcaligines bookeri (Booker) Bergey ^  al, 1925; 1 
Alcaligines bookeri Bergey 1925. 
Booker (1887) designated-as "Bacillus A'', an organism 
fo'ond in cholera infantiim. It was a narrov/ bacillus, actively 
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I motile, liquefying gelatin rapidly, and tlood serum slowly, and 
I 
producing a definitely alkaline reaction in milk, Pord (1905) 
studied an organism viiicli he had isolated from the stomach of 
j a foundling and "believed was identical with Booker's Bacillus 
A» His results showed an alkaline reaction in glucose broth, 
lactose and sucrose not attacked, indol not formed. He named 
the organism. Bacillus Bookeri. 
65. Bacterium (Alcaligenes ) viscostm (Adametz) ?<eld±n and 
Levine* 
SynonjTsji Bacillus lactis vlscosus Adametz, 1SS9; Bacil~ 
lus viscosua l&ctis (Adametz) Sruse, in Pl&gge, 1896j Bacterium 
vlscosus lactis (Adametz) Chester, 1397; Bacterium lactis vis-
cosum (Adametz) Lehmmann and Heusxann, 1901; Lactobacillus 
vlscosus (Adametz) Bergey ^  1923; AehroEO'bacter viacosua 
(Adametz) Bergey ^  al, 1925-
Adametz (1889) apparently first described this organism. 
He named it Bacillus lactic viscosus. It "sfas isolated from 
slimy or ropy milk. It was a non-spore~prodacing, motile in 
young milk cultures, short rod, producing capsules in milk, 
Adametz considered it Gram-negative, but more resistant to decol-
orization than related species. Gelatin was not liquefied. 
Erase (1896) and Lehmann and Keumann (1901) described 
the organism as non-motile. Buchanan and Haiaser (1315) did 
not observe motility. It shoiOi probably be considered non-
motile. Investigations by various Ti?o:^ers have shown the 
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organism unable to attack carbohydrates either with acid or gas 
prodiiction. 
Chester (1S97) first placed the species in the genas 
Bacterirm* Weldin and Levine (1923) reduced the name to bi-
noisial fora and included it in their subgenus Alcaligenes. 
They used it*s ability to render lailk slimy, to differentiate 
it fron other mesibers of the species# 
6.4. Bacteri-cm (Alcaligenes) aielitensls (Bruce) Svans. 
SynonyEHy; Micrococcus aelitensis Bruce, 1893; Brucella 
melitensis Meyer and Shaw, 1920; Bacilliis aelitensis Shaled, 
1921; Alcaligines laelltenais (Bruce) Bergey eb al, 1923. 
Bimce (1895) gave the name Micrococcus melitensis to the 
organism which he had discovered in 18S7 and concluded to be 
the cause of the "fievre m^diterraneenne" (now known as Malta 
fever). He described it as being round or- oval, non-motile 
and Gr^-negative. It developed slowly on all laboratory 
media at 37® and hardly at all at room temperature. Gelatine 
•sras not liquefied. Subsequent investigators have found it 
unable to produce acid or gas from any carbohydrate. 
Evans (1918) studied six drains of varied origin. She 
showed it to be a Gram-negative, non-motile, non-spore-form-
ing rod and called it Bacterium melitensis. She found it to 
be biochonically and agglutinatively identical with Bacterim 
abortus Bang. Meyer and Sha-;? (1920) found abortus and melitensis 
morphologically and biochemically identical. They proposed 
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the generic name Brucella for these two organisms, (See 
Brucella)« Kbaled (1S21} like'^ise found them morphologically 
and c-oltupallj identical, and -Eiras not able to differentiate 
them oy biochemical methods or by agglutination react ions • 
From absorption expepisients, appeared to be a substrain of 
abortus« Imnsiaization of a monkey with a killed -suspension 
of Bact. abortus protected it from subsequent infection with 
Bact» melitensis^ Specific pathogenicity appears to be the 
only known means of differentiating the two organisms. Con­
tinued experimentation may then be shoim to be identical, 
65. Baeterim (Alcali^enes) abortus (Bang) Schmidt and 7/eis. 
Synonymy: Bacillus of abortion (cattle) Bang, 1S97; 
Lebacille de Bang, Bowak, 1908; Abortua bacillus. Bang, Good, 
1912; Bacillus abc^rtus ETsns, 1915; Bacterium abortum (Bang) 
Holland, 1920; Brucella abortus Meyer and SMsr, 1920; Alcal-
igines abortus (Bang) Bergey ^  al, 1923• 
Bang (1397) described this organism as the cause of in­
fectious abortion in cattle* It •v?as found to be a non-motile 
rod growing scantily on laboratory media. Bang described it 
as a microaerophile. Schmidt and Wsis (1902), Sowak (1908) 
and Good (1S12) all reported partial reduction of oxygen, as 
necessary for cultivation. Evans (1915) stated that incuba­
tion in a closed Jar T;ith 3. subtilis favored isolation 
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i growtli, "bat tliat after tlie strain iiad become accustoHed to 
I artificial cultivation, growtli -w&a abundant on all laboratory 
j media. 
Evans (1918), Meyer and Slaaw (1920), and Sialed (1921), 
compared strains of Bacterium abortus witb. Bacter-iTpn melitensis 
r 
and found tliem morpbologically, culturally, and ag^utinatively 
identical. (See Bacterim melitensis). In case tiiey were to 
be considered as one species, melitensis would be tbe valid 
specific name since it has priority over abortus•> 
Schmidt and ?.'eis (1902) placed tbe species in the genus 
Bacterium. 
I 
I 
i 
1 
1 
I Bacterium (Alcaligenes) metalcaligenes (Castellani and 
; Chalzziers) Weldin and Levine. 
i Syncnjssy; Alcaligenes meta^alcaligenes Castellani and 
i Chalmers, 1919; Alcaligines metalcaligenes (Adamets) Bergey et 
al, 1925. 
i Castellani and Giialmers (1919) described this organism 
as identical v.'lt'h their S. faecalis alcaligenes except for the 
absence of motility. They listed it as one of the causal or­
ganisms of para-enteric fever, lis'eldin and Levine (1923) in­
cluded it in their subgenus Alcaligenes of the genus Bacterium. 
Similar, but unnamed organisms have been described by 
Ford (1901), Lewis {1911), Cox, Lefri-s and Glynn (1912), Ritchie 
(1914) and Pirie (1917), 
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